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1 Introduction
The term ‘restrant’ conjures up dsturbng mages of patents ted up, restrcted n 
movement and abused. These mages should be assocated wth some nsttutonal 
practces from the past and yet the contnual use of ths term n the meda n relaton 
to care homes would wrongly suggest that such practces are commonplace today. 
There s lttle evdence that ths s the case; wthout doubt, practce n care homes 
has mproved consderably over the past 40 or so years.
That sad, avodng the occasonal use of some form of restrant remans a challenge 
for many care homes, partcularly those workng wth our fralest ctzens, who may 
need to be protected from harmng themselves or ndeed others under partcular 
crcumstances. Where researchers or the press have reported ncdences of restrant 
n care homes, they are quck to lay the blame frmly at the feet of practtoners 
rather than presentng a more balanced pcture of the complexty of carng for some 
of our most fral ctzens wthn lmted resources. nor do they acknowledge the 
efforts that practtoners often make to avod the use of any form of ‘restranng’ 
practce, where at all possble. Of course, t s crtcal that we contnue to campagn 
for poor practce to be eradcated (wherever the settng), but such emotonally 
charged dscourse (specfcally n relaton to care homes) can serve to support a 
culture of denal around the topc rather than encouragng a ratonal, open dscusson 
about the complexty of balancng rghts and rsks when plannng care for ndvduals.
The am of ths report s to facltate a dalogue about ths very senstve topc. The 
report descrbes fndngs from a small-scale study commssoned by the Socal 
Care Insttute for Excellence (SCIE) and undertaken as part of the My Home Lfe 
programme (www.myhomelfe.org.uk), a natonal programme amed at supportng 
qualty of lfe for those lvng, dyng, vstng and workng n care homes. The study 
seeks to shed lght on the complexty of the ssues facng care homes and to explore 
how managers and staff have developed strateges for avodng or mnmsng the use 
of restrant. Our purpose was to work wth the sector to produce a document that 
would be helpful to them.
The report seeks to descrbe some of the challenges facng care home staff n 
supportng older people wth complex needs and provdes some examples of where 
staff have senstvely and approprately used restrant because there appeared to be 
no other optons avalable to them. We offer these llustratons of practce n order 
to communcate the dlemmas that staff face, rather than to excuse thoughtless 
and napproprate use of restrant (whatever the health or socal care settng). Such 
practces are a form of abuse and cannot be condoned.
The study was undertaken n the frst half of 2009 and was carred out n England 
only.
Gven the small-scale nature of ths study, the report only serves to begn the 
dscusson rather than offerng conclusve fndngs and comprehensve gudelnes. 
Some of the names and detaled case studes used have been changed to protect the 
partcpants nvolved.
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The research was nformed by a revew of lterature on the same topc, undertaken by 
Hazel Quresh for SCIE (Quersh, 2009).
Ths report regularly makes reference to ‘rsk management’ as t was dscussed wthn 
the ntervews but does not attempt to provde a comprehensve revew of research 
on ths theme.
Whle the report does not drectly focus on requrements and gudance relatng to 
the Mental Capacty Act (2005) ncludng the Deprvaton of Lberty Safeguards (MCA 
DOLS), t seeks to be mndful of the legslatve framework wthn whch decsons 
about the use of restrant are made n care homes.
Any acton taken must be n lne wth the fve key prncples of the Mental Capacty 
Act (2005) (whch apples to all people), namely:
 1. A person must be assumed to have capacty unless t s establshed that he lacks 
capacty.
 2. A person s not to be treated as unable to make a decson unless all practcable 
steps to help hm to do so have been taken wthout success. 
 3. A person s not to be treated as unable to make a decson merely because he 
makes an unwse decson.
 4. An act done, or decson made, under ths Act for or on behalf of a person who 
lacks capacty must be done, or made, n hs best nterests.
 5. Before the act s done, or the decson s made, regard must be had to whether the 
purpose for whch t s needed can be as effectvely acheved n a way that s less 
restrctve of the person’s rghts and freedom of acton. (DH, 2009, p 11)
The MCA Code of Practce outlnes the crcumstances under whch restrant s 
acceptable, explanng that:
 • the person takng acton must reasonably beleve that restrant s necessary to 
prevent harm to the person who lacks capacty, and
 • the amount or type of restrant used and the amount of tme t lasts must be a 
proportionate response to the lkelhood and serousness of harm.’
Sectons 6.44–6.48 provde more detal about makng such decsons, and gve 
greater clarty to the terms n talcs above.
The new MCA Deprvaton of Lberty Safeguards provde a framework for lawful 
deprvaton of lberty of those people who lack capacty to consent to arrangements 
made for ther care or treatment ether n hosptal or n a care home, and who need 
to be deprved of lberty n ther own best nterest. It s mportant to note that the 
use of restrant under the crcumstances outlned above wll not necessarly be 
consdered a deprvaton of lberty. The MCA DOLS apply to people n hosptals and 
care homes who meet all of the followng crtera. A person must:
 • be aged 18 or over
 • have a mental dsorder such as dementa or a learnng dsablty
 • lack the capacty to consent to where ther treatment and/or care s gven
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 • need to have ther lberty taken away n ther own best nterests to protect them 
from harm. (DH, 2009, p 10)
The European Court of Human Rghts (ECtHR) has sad deprvaton of lberty depends 
on the specfc crcumstances of each ndvdual case. As a result, there s no sngle 
defnton or a standard checklst that can be used to dentfy where people are beng 
deprved of ther lberty. However, a number of cases concernng deprvaton of 
lberty have come before the ECtHR and the UK courts. The followng lst s based on 
the judgments n several of these cases and ndcates what crcumstances have led to 
the courts decdng that patents may have been deprved of ther lberty:
 • restrant was used to admt a person to a hosptal or care home when the person s 
resstng admsson
 • medcaton was gven forcbly, aganst a patent’s wll
 • staff exercsed complete control over the care and movements of a person for a 
long perod of tme
 • staff took all decsons on a person’s behalf, ncludng choces relatng to 
assessments, treatments, vstors and where they can lve
 • hosptal or care home staff took responsblty for decdng f a person can be 
released nto the care of others or allowed to lve elsewhere
 • when carers requested that a person be dscharged to ther care, hosptal or care 
home staff refused
 • the person was prevented from seeng frends or famly because the hosptal or 
care home has restrcted access to them
 • the person was unable to make choces about what they wanted to do and how 
they wanted to lve, because hosptal or care home staff exercsed contnuous 
supervson and control over them. (DH, 2009, pp 8/9)
People are thus enttled to be cared for n the least restrctve way possble and care 
plannng should always consder f there are other, less restrctve optons avalable 
to avod unnecessary deprvaton of lberty. However, f all alternatves have been 
explored and the hosptal or care home beleves that t s necessary to deprve a 
person of ther lberty to delver the care or treatment they need, then there s a 
standard process they must follow to ensure that the deprvaton of lberty s lawful 
(authorsed) and that they are protected. The procedure to be followed s carefully 
descrbed n Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards: A guide for hospitals and care homes 
(DH, 2009). Importantly, ths booklet clearly states:
It s mportant to remember that deprvng someone of ther lberty n a hosptal 
or care home should be a relatvely rare occurrence. Therefore, only a small 
number of people should need MCA DOLS authorsaton. Before applyng for an 
authorsaton, the managng authorty should ALWAYS thnk about provdng care 
or treatment n ways whch avod deprvng someone of ther lberty. (DH, 2009, p 
11)
A useful ‘Makng decsons booklet’ (Crown Copyrght, 2009) amed at hosptal and 
care home managers to help them fulfl ther statutory roles and responsbltes 
under the 2005 MCA DOLS legslaton can be downloaded (along wth other ‘Makng 
decsons booklets’) at: www.publcguardan.gov.uk.
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It should be noted n readng ths report that the MCA came nto force n October 
2007, whereas DOLS came nto force n Aprl 2009. Whle many of the staff we 
spoke to n ths study had receved formal tranng n relaton to the MCA, local 
polces regardng the process and protocols for DOLS were stll n the early stages of 
mplementaton.
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2 Aims and methodology
The ams of the study were as follows:
 • to dentfy features of the polcy and practce envronment that mght support a 
reducton n the use of restrant
 • to dentfy nnovatve examples of organsatonal arrangements and approaches to 
support a reducton n the use of restrant
 • to explore the use of polcy, tranng and educaton n care home settngs to reduce 
the use of restrant
 • to explore the perspectves of older people and frontlne workers on the use and 
reducton of restrant.
Gven the senstvty of the ssues beng tackled n ths study, the research team wshed 
to develop a methodology that would allow care home practtoners to speak freely and 
honestly about the subject. Wth ths n mnd, and n keepng wth the general ethos 
and values of the My Home Lfe programme, emphass was placed on the followng:
 • A collaborative approach: rather than ‘researchng the care home sector’, the study 
was undertaken n collaboraton wth the care home sector. Ths was seen as 
essental both n valung care home practtoners’ expertse and the complex work 
that they do and n helpng them to create a product that was gong to be useful 
to them.
 • Appreciative inquiry: n gatherng the data, an apprecatve nqury approach was 
adopted (Cooperrder et al, 2003) to focus on postve messages, rather than poor 
practce. The focus of the study was to dentfy examples of good practce, where 
they exst, whle acknowledgng rather than gnorng the challenges and struggles 
that staff, resdents and relatves face n tacklng restrant.
 • Staff, resident and relative perspectives: the researchers recognsed the 
mportance of seeng the care home as a communty where the perspectves of 
and relatonshps between staff, famly, frends and resdents are all crucal to 
mprovements n practce (n keepng wth the prncple of relatonshp-centred 
care; see nolan et al, 2006).
 • Whole systems thinking: n amng to move away from a blame culture, t was 
mportant to explore how the polces, behavours and prortes of regulators, 
commssoners and prmary care trusts mpact on the ablty of care homes to 
delver good practce. Gven the lmted scope of ths project, ths has been dffcult 
to acheve; however, work s planned for the future to develop ths theme.
 2.1 Detailed methodology
On advce from SCIE, the research team obtaned ethcal approval for the study from 
the Cty Unversty London Ethcs Commttee. There were three stages to the study: 
a workshop of care home sector representatves, frontlne dscussons wth resdents, 
relatves and care home staff and a valdaton exercse wth natonal care home 
representatve organsatons.
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stage 1: A workshop of care home sector representatives
The My Home Lfe team convened a workshop brngng together educaton and 
tranng facltators, care home representatve bodes, care home managers and heads 
of care from large and small care home provders n the ndependent and voluntary 
sector. The purpose of ths group was to begn an exploraton of the topc and to 
offer advce on the best technques for gatherng examples of best practce from the 
sector. These ndvduals were dentfed through the nformal networks that the My 
Home Lfe Programme had developed.
stage 2: Frontline discussions with relatives, residents and care home staff
Followng on from the workshop, the team undertook n-depth dscussons wth 
relatves, resdents and care home staff n sx care homes (see Appendx 1 for 
a dscusson gude). Dscussons took place as ndvdual ntervews and mn-
focus groups dependng on how ndvduals preferred to engage wth the project. 
Partcpants from the ntal workshop helped dentfy care home managers who they 
thought mght be nterested n takng part n the study. The research team followed 
up these leads by contactng the care home managers and provdng them wth 
nformaton sheets about the research, makng t very clear that they were under no 
pressure or oblgaton to take part n the study. Three care home managers dd not 
wsh to take part n the project. Those care home managers keen to partcpate were 
asked to pass nformaton sheets to staff, resdents and relatves so that they had the 
opportunty to contrbute n ntervews or dscusson groups as they so wshed.
On the day of arrval at the care home, the research team ensured that all 
partcpants had read the nformaton sheet and were aware that they were under 
no oblgaton to take part n the study and that they could termnate the ntervew 
or remove themselves from the dscusson group at any pont n tme. The research 
team sought reassurance from the manager that the resdents ntervewed were able 
to gve contnung consent to take part n the study.
stage 3: Validation exercise with national care home representative organisations
In the sprt of collaboraton wth the care home sector, a fnal workshop was 
convened brngng together representatves from the care home sector to have early 
sght of the fndngs and to allow a fuller dscusson to develop around some of the 
themes. Ths allowed them to confrm the resonance and relevance of the fndngs 
and to dentfy any perceved gaps.
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 2.2 The participants
Overall, 51 people took part n the project, as follows:
Table 1: participants
Drectors 
of care
Tranng 
managers
Managers/ 
deputes
Care 
staff
Relatves Resdents Total
Workshops 1 
and 2
4 5 4 13
Care home 1 1 3 3 7
Care home 2 2 2 2 6
Care home 3 2 2 4
Care home 4 1 5 7 13
Care home 5 3 5 8
Care home 6 1 2 2 5
Total 4 5 11 15 12 9 56
Care homes were stuated n the South East and Mdlands areas and vared n sze, 
provder type and regstraton:
 • 1 resdental (prvate, famly-run, under 30 resdents)
 • 2 resdental wth dementa regstraton (not-for-proft, large provder, <40 
resdents/<50 resdents)
 • 1 nursng physcal dsabltes/dementa (prvate, famly-run, <100 resdents)
 • 1 nursng physcal dsabltes (prvate, corporate, <50 resdents)
 • 1 nursng physcal dsabltes (not-for-proft, large provder, <40 resdents)
 2.2.1 The residents
The resdent populaton appeared to dffer consderably both wthn each care home 
and across all of the sx care homes. One care home wth nursng regstraton was 
clearly supportng resdents wth extremely hgh levels of mental fralty. Some of 
the rchest data came from relatves and staff wthn ths home; however, t was 
not possble to drectly capture the resdent voce due to the resdents’ nablty to 
gve nformed consent. The voce of those wth hgh levels of mental fralty s often 
left out of research, whch s a great pty gven that t s ther experence that s 
often beng sought wth a vew to servce mprovement. Typcally across the care 
homes, the manager had dentfed those resdents who they felt were able to talk 
confdently to us. Some of them were very physcally dsabled, but often these were 
resdents wth real nsght nto lfe at the care home. There were two occasons 
where the ntervew was termnated early and not ncluded n the sample because 
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t became very clear that the resdent was unable to understand the purpose of the 
ntervew or unable to take part n the dscusson n any meanngful way. All resdents 
appeared to prefer beng ntervewed ndvdually rather than wth other resdents.
Our approach n undertakng ntervews wth resdents was to make use of the 
ntervew schedule that was developed but to acknowledge that resdents had 
dfferent capactes for followng a structured or sem-structured ntervew. If 
resdents strayed nto other areas of dscusson that remaned relevant to the topc, 
we would follow the drecton that the resdent wshed to pursue and brng them 
back to the key topc areas as requred. Ths helped to ensure that resdents felt safe 
and relaxed n the ntervew and felt able to talk freely, rather than feelng that they 
were beng ‘tested’ on ther knowledge!
Of the nne resdents ntervewed, three were men.
 2.2.2 The relatives
The care home managers typcally sent out nformaton sheets to relatves to nvte 
them to be part of the study, or nformally passed the nformaton on when relatves 
were vstng the home. Relatves were generally ntervewed alone, although one 
group of three relatves opted to talk n a group. In practce, the research team 
worked to the convenence of the partcpants n terms of how, when and where they 
wshed to be ntervewed.
 2.2.3 The staff
Proper attenton was gven to ensurng that all partcpants felt able to talk n 
confdence about the senstve topcs relatng to restrant. Ths appeared to be 
most mportant for the staff, who may have worred about sayng anythng that 
contradcted the care home polcy or ethos. The research team ncluded ndvduals 
who had worked for many years n care homes and ths appeared to help staff feel 
at ease. Staff were ntervewed n groups and offered the chance to speak to us 
ndvdually afterwards f they wanted to talk n confdence. One staff member took 
up ths opportunty. Care home managers were ntervewed ndvdually. There were 
no obvous dfferences between the vews of care home managers and the other staff 
ntervewed that could be pcked up n ths small-scale study.
 2.3 Defining ‘restraint’
For the sake of the study, the researchers adopted the broad everyday defnton 
of restrant dentfed as most useful by the lterature revew undertaken by Hazel 
Quresh for SCIE (Quersh, 2009). Restrant was defned as:
Stoppng people from dong thngs they appear to want to do, or restrctng ther 
movement.
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The lterature revew dentfed eght areas of restrant:
 1. Manual restrant by staff (holdng people down, stoppng people from dong 
somethng)
 2. Arrangement of furnture (to keep people n bed, to stop people gettng up or 
creatng an obstacle to part of the room)
 3. Lap belts, wrst and vest restrants (napproprate use of …)
 4. Bedrals (napproprate use of …)
 5. Removal of walkng ads or means to summon assstance (call bells)
 6. Locked doors, ntended to safeguard a partcular person at rsk, may thereby 
unacceptably restrct the movement of all resdents
 7. Over-medcaton: psychotropc drugs, sleepng tablets etc
 8. Staff nstructons or nsttutonal rules or practces may be seen as restrant, for 
example rules about enterng the ktchen, resdents not beng encouraged to 
express freedom, choce and control.
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3 Findings
 3.1 perceived overlap between ‘restraint’ and ‘abuse’
Wthn the frst workshop of care home representatves, tme was gven for 
partcpants to dscuss the defnton that had been adopted for the study. Many 
partcpants were expectng a more narrow defnton than the one we had adopted. 
Some felt that the defnton should focus solely on drect forms of ‘physcal/manual 
restrant’ but there was no consensus on ths.
Partcpants felt that the term ‘restrant’ was not very useful n helpng to facltate 
a dscusson about care home practce: t was seen as nterchangeable wth the 
term ‘abuse’, and staff may not have found t easy to admt that t mght be takng 
place n the care home. Partcpants were also concerned about the broadness of 
the defnton that was used: ‘restrant’ seemed to cover both those practces that 
could be legally defned as examples of ‘abuse’ as well as those practces that were 
deemed to be undesrable but not of such severty to warrant formal nvestgaton. 
Whle partcpants wshed us to dstngush between abuse and poor practce, t 
became clear that ths was not as easy as t sounds because a specfc practce may 
be consdered abuse n one context but not n another, as Hazel Quresh notes n her 
brefng paper on restrant for SCIE (Quersh, 2009):
Actons that meet the defnton of restrant are not always wrong. For example, 
f a person consents to an acton by staff, or can easly remove any devce that 
restrcts ther movement, then ths ether would not be regarded as restrant, or, at 
least, would be lkely to be acceptable n law. 
It was argued that used out of context, the term ‘restrant’ does not have a 
fxed socal value: n most cases t could be consdered as ether napproprate or 
undesrable but, n a mnorty of stuatons, t could be vewed as the only or best 
opton avalable. For example the MCA Code of Practce, secton 6.44 (DH, 2009) 
states that ‘provded you are able to show (e a documented rsk assessment) that 
the person beng cared for s lkely to suffer harm unless proportonate restrant s 
used’, then restrant s not necessarly bad; t could be best practce.
 3.2 previous poor practice in the use of restraint
A typcal comment that arose frequently n the study was the fact that care home 
practce had mproved sgnfcantly over the past 40 or so years and that ths was often 
not acknowledged or recognsed by the publc. Many partcpants descrbed examples 
of practce that were n common use decades earler but that would certanly not be 
consdered as ‘acceptable’ or ‘common’ today. As one practtoner put t:
“I thnk restrant actually happens less now because there has been so much 
publcty n the past. From the 1960s when I worked n a home we used to have 
the chars where we used to st resdents n, we used to have the tables that we 
pushed n. We ddn’t actually thnk that we were dong anythng wrong then, 
as opposed to now these thngs are seen as abuse, that ther rghts were beng 
evaded.” (care home practtoner)
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Other examples of poor practce from the past are shown below, n Table 2.
Table 2: Examples of poor practice, restraint and abuse from earlier 
decades
Restraint
1. Resdents were undressed before tea and n bed by 6pm.
2. Catheter bags were strapped to the leg or bed and mpeded movement.  
Resdents were fed breakfast whle sttng on the commode.
3. Door handles were placed out of reach.
4. A pllow was tghtly rolled n a draw sheet and frmly wedged at the bottom of the 
bed – ths was desgned to stop people sldng down the bed, but also prevented 
movement n the bed.
5. Each resdent’s room was marked wth a green or red stcker and the culture of 
the home at nght was to gnore calls bells from the rooms marked wth red stckers 
– staff would be run off ther feet otherwse.
 
In the followng secton we begn to explore the dlemmas facng care homes n tryng 
to reduce the use of restrant. We explore each category of ‘restrant’ as a separate 
secton but recognse that n practce there s some overlap across these categores.
 3.3 Manual restraint
Ths type of restrant refers to any practce nvolvng holdng people down or 
physcally preventng someone from dong somethng.
There appeared to be a general consensus among those practtoners nvolved n 
the study that ‘holdng people down’ or ‘physcally stoppng people from dong 
somethng’ would be deemed as completely unacceptable n the vast majorty of 
cases. Where there had been no formal assessment of rsk, no thorough examnaton 
of alternatve strateges nvolvng the resdent, relatves and external support, such 
forms of manual restrant could be consdered to consttute abuse.
That sad, a range of challenges were dentfed that sometmes make t very dffcult 
n the everyday context of care home practce to avod some level of physcal 
restrant, as descrbed below n Case study 1.
Case study 1
Mss Green, a resdent experencng late stage dementa, frequently lashes out at 
staff (and even relatves) who are supportng her to get washed/eat/drnk. There s 
a rsk both to the staff and to the resdent herself. Every attempt has been made 
to fnd creatve ways to stop ths behavour: staff have tred dfferent approaches, 
tones of voce and routnes, but the behavour contnues. External support and 
advce has also been sought. The behavour appears not to be an expresson of 
anger drected at any specfc aspect of the envronment or task beng undertaken. 
Ultmately, n dscusson wth relatves and outsde agences, t has been agreed 
that the resdent lacked capacty to make decsons, and that, subject to ongong 
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assessment and exploraton of alternatve strateges for supportng the resdent, a 
gentle holdng down of the arm whle the resdent s asssted wth daly actvtes 
was acceptable.
Case study 2
Mrs Charlesworth, a resdent wth dementa, shouts expletves at other resdents 
on a daly bass. She expresses herself through screamng, and what appear to 
be aggressve outbursts. The care home s tryng to access help from outsde 
agences to explore the reasons behnd ths behavour and s lookng at how 
the envronment mght be altered to reduce ths dstressng behavour. In the 
meantme, other resdents, partcularly those wth dementa, are becomng 
dstressed and, n some cases, threatenng to be volent towards her. There s 
an dentfed rsk of harm to the resdent and to others. Wth agreement of the 
relatves and external agences (ncludng the safeguardng adults team and DOLS 
assessor), the resdent s encouraged to resde n one area of the care home where 
other resdents cannot hear her; ths mght requre some level of gentle physcal 
encouragement. Ths s an nterm measure whle an alternatve acton s dentfed 
wth outsde support.
Case study 3
Mr Townsend had to be physcally restraned because he attacked a member of 
staff and one of the resdents. He had to be physcally removed from the scene 
and taken to hs room because of the hgh rsk of contnued volence. The MCA 
Code of Practce, secton 6.43 would support staff wth these actons. Under 
common law staff are able to take approprate and necessary acton to restran or 
remove the person, n order to prevent harm, both to that person and to anyone 
else. Immedate outsde help was requested but the ncdent was a one-off and dd 
not occur agan.
These examples llustrate the complexty of care that many care homes are engaged 
wth, sometmes wth lmted resources and a lack of regular support from external 
agences. The need to work wth the safeguardng adults team and the local DOLS 
assessors, as well as famly members and the resdents themselves, s paramount n 
dentfyng the least restrctve opton avalable to them.
 3.3.1 Good practice
In response to the dlemmas offered above, the study found evdence of staff 
demonstratng hgh levels of competence n ther ablty to reduce aggresson, 
anxety and dstress among resdents whch, n themselves, had the effect 
of mnmsng the need for restrant. Ther negotatng, lstenng and general 
communcaton sklls were notable. Managers demonstrated how they actvely 
dentfed members of staff who had personal qualtes that the resdent responded 
to postvely. One relatve spoke of a staff member wth a very strong personalty, 
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who had a way of reducng the frustraton and aggresson of ther mother who had 
lashed out at everyone even before comng nto the home.
It was apparent that n rare cases where forms of restrant seemed the only 
alternatve for the safety of all, thorough rsk assessments were undertaken, care 
plans agreed wth the resdent/relatves and advce was sought from external 
agences about any other nterventons that mght be developed. Typcally, such 
ncdences were rare because the staff had developed postve relatonshps wth 
the resdent and relatves and, through ths process, had developed ndvdualsed 
strateges for supportng the resdent to reduce the need for restrant.
 3.4 other forms of manual restraint
 3.4.1 stopping people from getting out of a chair or moving about the home
Many partcpants we spoke to were unclear whether manual restrant would 
nclude those practces where staff felt the need to ntervene where a resdent was, 
unknowngly, puttng themselves at rsk of harm. A typcal scenaro mentoned 
related to how resdents (partcularly those wth dementa) mght try to get up from 
a char wthout an awareness of the rsks that they were takng. Whle the care plan 
may make note of the need to support the resdent to walk, ths was fne when there 
were plenty of staff avalable, as rsks could be mnmsed, but durng the mornngs 
or at handover, there were lmted staff avalable n the lounge and so they were 
unable to gve proper tme to escort a resdent. One staff made note of the dffculty 
n gvng full attenton to one resdent f beng asked to be responsble for the entre 
resdent group at these busy tmes:
“Sometmes people want to move about but they are at rsk of fallng and there 
are too few staff on, what do you do?” (care home practtoner)
In these cases, practtoners would try to reassure a resdent, negotate wth them a 
tme when staff would become avalable to help but sometmes physcal nterventon 
seemed necessary (n the form of gentle physcal contact n combnaton wth verbal 
reassurance, such as a hand to the shoulder or support to help the resdent return 
comfortably to a seated poston).
 3.4.2  Good practice
Staff spoke about the mportance of supportng resdents to take nformed postve 
rsks where they wshed. For those resdents lackng capacty to make decsons, good 
practce was about workng closely wth relatves to open up a dalogue about the 
approprate balance of rghts and rsks.
Good practce was also about offerng resdents exercse and balance tranng to 
reduce rsks assocated wth walkng.
As noted above, supportng a resdent to get up from a char and moblse was not 
always practcable, partcularly where staff numbers were lmted. In these cases, 
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staff would try to nform resdents of the rsks they were takng, promsng to 
support them as soon as they were free or had more support avalable:
“If say we say ‘yes we wll help you’ at the opportune tme t’s more mportant 
to fulfl that promse so that they do not feel deceved, because that can have a 
negatve mpact.” (care home practtoner)
A general vew was that f a resdent was able to make an nformed decson, then 
staff should respect ths as a choce that the resdent wshed to make and offer 
support where they could provde t:
“If a resdent wanted to move and could make a decson, I would allow them the 
choce and f anythng happens you document t. As long as you menton fully 
what happened.” (care home practtoner)
One practtoner descrbed how wthout often knowng t, staff would ‘montor rsk 
from a dstance’. They would be aware of the rsks that resdents were takng n 
gettng out of ther chars but only ntervene where a resdent seemed to be losng 
balance. Ths was only possble for resdents who would choose to stay n the lounge. 
Staff would be keenly aware of the physcal and mental well-beng of resdents on 
a partcular day, and would montor them. Ths was seen as beng less ntrusve and 
was often welcomed by resdents f they found themselves begnnng to lose balance.
“There’s one person who s a bt unsteady when she walks we have to keep an eye 
on her. We actually dd a care plan for that.” (care home practtoner)
Ths montorng role could be qute stressful f demands were beng made by many 
resdents all at the same tme, and practtoners need to be aware of how such stress 
placed on them can sometmes be expressed wthn nteractons wth resdents. If 
resdents pck up agtaton from staff, ths mght make them more lkely to try to get 
up unaded n order to remove themselves from the stuaton.
“… we have … resdents who ... they have tred to get up, sometmes we let them 
try and stand up and let them see how far they can go f you’re there n the room 
where they are you keep an eye, but you let them see for themselves what they 
are gong to do. The more you try to st them down the more aggressve they get 
so t’s best to leave them to do as much as they can and you’re stll around, then 
when you see a danger comng then that’s when you do somethng.” (care home 
practtoner)
Staff noted the need to step back and reflect on how they communcated wth 
resdents. Physcal or manual restrant may not be necessary f nteractons were 
postve and reassurng and f purposeful actvty was ntroduced to reduce a 
resdent’s desre to move from ther char.
Ultmately, staff felt that manual restrant was avodable f suffcent staff were 
avalable to attend to resdents’ needs. One care home nvolved n the study had 
altered the rota system n order to ensure approprate levels of staff ‘on the floor’ at 
all tmes:
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“It’s not a one-to-one care home: we can’t allocate one member of staff to one 
resdent. We had resdents who tred to get up and would fall, and so we developed 
a system based on that experence. now we allocate staff to st and supervse the 
resdents. So we’ve got two staff n the mornng and two n the afternoon, so f 
somebody needs to do somethng or go over there we’ve got somebody there to 
supervse. The system developed over tme, t wasn’t just a great dea that came 
out of nowhere.” (care home practtoner)
The lmted avalablty of staff to assst resdents should not be seen as an excuse for 
staff to adopt restranng practces.
 3.4.3 Manual restraint: stopping people moving around the care home
Agan, practces that bluntly stop resdents movng about the home were consdered 
to be evdence of poor practce, potentally even abuse, unless assessed as beng n 
the best nterests of the resdent n accordance wth the MCA or health and safety 
regulatons.
That sad, manual restrant, agan n the form of ‘gentle physcal persuason’, was 
sometmes perceved as necessary to protect the rghts of other resdents or the 
safety of an ndvdual resdent. Some care home practtoners admtted that at 
tmes, when staffng was short, t was very dffcult to expect them to be able to 
montor the safety of those resdents sttng n the communal lounge and also 
those who wshed to stay n ther bedrooms. Typcally, staff would try to encourage 
resdents to reman n the lounge rather than gong to other areas of the home to 
make t easer for them to montor ther well-beng.
Case study 4
A resdent has dementa and s used to walkng around the care home. Despte 
the best efforts of the home to create purposeful walkng where resdents gan 
stmulaton from beng n certan areas of the home, ths resdent has the habt of 
walkng nto other resdents’ rooms and urnatng on the beds. Ths s partcularly 
dstressng for those resdents who are bed bound. Clearly advce needs to be 
sought to reduce the effects of such behavour on other resdents. Agan, the case 
study rases the key challenge of provdng care n a communal settng where staff 
are requred to balance the freedom of one resdent whle protectng the rghts of 
another.
 3.4.4 Good practice
In response to the above case study, there was clearly a need to explore why the 
resdent was walkng around the home, and whether he was searchng for the tolet. 
There are resources avalable to help care homes to support purposeful walkng. The 
use of Dementa Care Mappng could be adopted n these cases to really understand 
why the resdent s walkng nto other people’s rooms.
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The ssue of balancng up one resdent’s rghts aganst another contnues to be a 
challenge. Is t always possble to get ths rght?
Case study 5
A tall male resdent wth dementa had walked across the lounge and was standng 
over a slght female resdent sttng n a char. The male resdent was scarng the 
female resdent, who, because of arthrts, had no means of escapng hm.
Ultmately, good care practce s about the nterpersonal sklls of the care staff. 
Manual restrant n the form of physcal ‘encouragement’ to move away from 
another resdent mght not be necessary f staff are able to verbally encourage the 
resdent to move away, or to engage wth somethng that mght be more nterestng 
to them.
“I thnk f you take the tme to st and explan t to the resdent. Sometmes t 
works and sometmes t doesn’t.” (care home practtoner)
Staff also rased a concern about resdents decdng to spend tme alone n ther own 
rooms. There was a temptaton to encourage all resdents to reman n the lounge to 
make montorng/supportng them much easer. The general rule of thumb expressed 
by one care home practtoner was to work n partnershp wth the resdents (and 
relatves) to mnmse any potental hazards n the bedroom and to come to an 
agreement on the rsks that the ndvdual wshed to take and record them n a care 
plan.
In some cases, strateges had been adopted (5-mnute checks n bedroom, ongong 
revew of rsks of fallng and rsks of socal solaton).
“It would be noted n ther care plan. Whoever’s on that floor, we all have to 
check every 5-10 mnutes n ther rooms to check that they’re ok.” (care home 
practtoner)
To conclude, there would seem to be lttle need for manual restrant except n 
extreme stuatons where volence or aggresson or napproprate behavour of 
resdents may mpact on others. Specalst advce and support from the local 
safeguardng adults team and Deprvaton of Lberty assessors are essental n these 
nstances. Where resdents are puttng themselves or others at rsk through gettng 
up, or walkng nto other people’s bedrooms, ths may sgnfy the need for greater 
one-to-one support for the resdent where fundng for ths can be accessed. In all 
cases where restrant s used resdents, relatves and staff need to be nvolved n 
dscussons about the need to balance rghts and rsks and decsons taken.
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 3.5 Arrangement of furniture (to keep people in bed, to stop people 
getting up or creating an obstacle to part of the room)
Partcpants of the study were typcally unaware of any examples of ths form of 
restrant. They were aware of tmes n the past where the use of tables to stop 
resdents gettng out of chars, the use of chars to barrcade resdents n ther beds, 
and postonng furnture to make certan areas of the care homes naccessble were 
commonplace, but noted that these were certanly not current acceptable practces 
and could potentally be very dangerous.
Case study 6
One resdent noted how heavy ‘fre doors’ had the same effect. In lne wth health 
and safety requrements, fre doors are requred to be closed n care homes. Care 
homes can purchase fre doors that close automatcally when the fre alarm s 
sounded. For others, such doors reman constantly closed, whch does have the 
effect of nhbtng the movement of resdents.
There was a bref menton n the study of how ‘Buxton’ chars were often assocated 
wth the ssue of restrant. These specalst chars that are used to provde support 
and pressure area care to resdents who are unable to st n normal chars could 
potentally be used to stop resdents from movng. Such chars are less common 
these days and should only be used wth advce from an occupatonal therapst. 
However, one partcpant ponted out that there are new chars on the market 
(rollabout chars) whch, f used properly, are partcularly useful for bed-bound 
resdents wth no muscle tone. These chars enable resdents to be sat up for 
short perods of tme and to jon other resdents n communal settngs. However, 
nspectors do not always apprecate the approprate use of these chars.
Case study 7
A Care Qualty Commsson nspector arrved to do a key (unannounced) 
nspecton n a care home. On showng her round she mmedately stated that the 
care chars (rollabout chars) were nherently consdered a form of restrant. She 
hadn’t seen a sngle patent yet so had no dea about dependency or capablty. 
When the member of staff showng her round stated that the people who used 
them would otherwse be bed bound, she smply reterated her vew that they 
were nherently consdered a form of restrant f you had any ablty to weght 
bear. The care home staff were concerned that her mnd was made up before any 
consderaton of the crcumstances.
 3.6 Lap belts, wrist and vest restraints
Wrst and vest restrants were not n evdence n the care homes that were part of 
ths study, and none of the partcpants were aware of such restrants n any other 
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care home. As noted n the lterature, ths form of restrant, where resdents are 
physcally attached to chars/beds usng wrst or vest straps, are probably hstorcal 
and were prevously more common n the US.
Lap belts were n common use as a legtmate means to keep resdents safe whle 
moblsng n a wheelchar. There s a potental rsk that by keepng a resdent n a 
wheelchar wth the lap belt on, t restrcts ther freedom to move around freely. Lap 
belts can also be dangerous f the resdent attempts to get out of the wheelchar but 
s stll ‘strapped n’.
 3.6.1 Good practice
The general rule adopted by many care home practtoners we ntervewed was that 
when the wheelchar s n moton, the lap belt would be used to prevent the resdent 
from slppng out. However, once the resdent had reached ther destnaton, they 
would be encouraged to transfer to another char.
For those resdents who have nvoluntary sudden body movements, advce would 
need to be sought as to the best use of the lap belt. Advce should also be sought 
wth those larger or very thn resdents for whom the lap belt may be a dscomfort or 
even a danger.
 3.6.2 Dilemmas
In some cases resdents refused to wear lap belts or refused to get out of ther 
wheelchar. Agan, n these cases, workng wth resdents and relatves to assess the 
rsk and to agree a care plan was seen as good practce.
 3.7 Bedrails
Bedrals (hstorcally called ‘cot-sdes’) are common n many care homes as a way 
of preventng resdents from fallng out of the bed. That sad, used napproprately 
(especally wth pressure-relevng mattresses), bedrals can have the opposte effect. 
Resdents (partcularly those who are confused or who experence nvoluntary body 
movements or spasms) may clmb over the rals or become jammed between the bed 
and the rals. Even f the purpose s to protect the resdent, the use of bedrals could 
be consdered to be a form of abusve practce f they serve to contan resdents 
aganst ther wll.
 3.7.1 Good practice
There are varous codes of practce for the nstalment, upkeep and use of bedrals 
that should be avalable to care home managers from the manufacturer. In addton, 
the Health and Safety Executve (HSE) (2007) have produced a very useful booklet on 
Bedrail risk management, whch ncludes a checklst of questons to consder for the 
safe use of bedrals and also routne nspecton of bedrals.
One staff member felt that as a rule of thumb, f a resdent was moble, bedrals 
should not be used unless the resdent clearly stated a wsh for them. One resdent, 
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who had been used to sleepng n a double bed, was prone to fallng out of the sngle 
bed wthn the care home (there was no room for a double), and so requested that 
the bedrals remaned up.
As wth all forms of restrant, the need to assess and contnually revew the use of 
bedrals wth resdents (and relatves where necessary) and to develop care plans n 
response to ths assessment was seen as good practce.
 3.7.2 Dilemmas
Staff and relatves descrbed the challenges of supportng those resdents who, 
because of ther confuson or nvoluntary body movements, were prone to fallng 
out of bed but were even more at rsk wth bedrals. Two examples were gven of 
resdents who, because of ther complex health condton, were unable to control 
body movements: sometmes ther legs would drop across the top of the rals.
In these nstances, a range of approaches was adopted. In some nstances, wth 
agreement from resdents and relatves, bedrals would be removed and a mattress 
would be placed next to the bed to soften any fall. In another stuaton, the bed 
would be removed altogether and a mattress placed on the floor for the resdent 
to sleep on. Where possble, beds would be lowered to reduce any mpact of fallng. 
Gettng expert help and notfyng the regulatory body of such acton was seen as 
good practce.
One practtoner descrbed how a resdent was endangerng hmself, not just 
by fallng out of bed over the bedrals, but also stranglng hmself on beddng 
and bedclothes because of hs nvoluntary physcal movements. Wth relatves’ 
agreement, a decson was made to remove the bedclothes and ncrease the 
temperature of the room to allow hm more freedom to move around n the bed 
wthout rsk of harm.
In these complex cases, there was evdence that some care homes had managed to 
secure addtonal fundng to provde one-to-one support to the resdent so that rsk 
was mnmsed. The need for professonal advce from an occupatonal therapst, 
geratrcan or psychologst s essental when provdng such complex levels of care.
 3.8 Deprivation of walking aids or means to summon assistance
 3.8.1 Deprivation of walking aids
The dea of removng a walkng ad, such as a Zmmer frame or walkng stck, to 
prevent someone from moblsng, was unheard of n the homes we spoke to. Staff 
recognsed that ths would cause more danger to resdents who would attempt to 
walk unaded.
There was one example where staff had nadvertently restraned the movement of a 
resdent by falng to ensure that the resdent had the walkng ads that they needed.
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“Sometmes I fnd wth some carers they’ll come n, move the table and my 
Zmmer all the way to the sde so that they can st there, and then when they get 
up to go away they forget to replace my Zmmer to ts orgnal poston.” (resdent)
Another resdent told us that she had requested a Zmmer frame so that she could 
try to walk but the home had not gven her one. Staff were usng a wheelchar to 
help the resdent move around the home and had assessed the resdent as unable to 
use a Zmmer. However, t s clearly mportant that resdents are able to demonstrate 
to themselves that they may not be able to walk unsupported rather than beng told 
that such actvty s too rsky. That sad, any rsk to the staff assstng the person to 
use a frame would need to be assessed.
 3.8.2 Call bells
Many of us who have worked n a care home would be famlar wth the example of 
a resdent who spends a large proporton of the nght pressng ther alarm cord from 
ther bed to summon assstance. Staff were aware of the fact that, hstorcally, staff 
mght remove the alarm cord from the resdent to ‘get some peace’ but agan ths 
appeared to be somethng that dd not take place n the care homes we vsted and 
was consdered to be both dangerous and a form of restrant n terms of stoppng the 
resdent from gettng the support that they may requre.
 3.8.3 Good practice
“There was one resdent that would press the bell a lot. She presses the bell and 
we go to her and ask her what she wants, then after a few mnutes when you just 
go out of the door, she presses the bell agan. So then you go back. It’s part of the 
job, t’s our responsblty, you have to take a breath to keep calm, because t’s 
pontless lettng t bother you.” (care home practtoner)
Staff and resdents spoke about how dffcult t was to gve attenton to every 
resdent all the tme:
“If they all want to go to the loo at the same tme, what do you do?” (care home 
practtoner)
They talked about the need to respond mmedately to the call and explan why 
they mght not be able to offer assstance mmedately. Staff also acknowledged 
the mportance of puttng themselves nto the poston of the resdent to really try 
to understand what t must be lke to be dependent on others for support. Staff 
acknowledged the anxety or dstress that resdents mght feel f they felt that 
they were unable to get attenton when they needed t. Some staff recognsed that 
sometmes the need was more psychologcal than materal. Beng able to reflect on 
what mght be causng resdents to constantly call for help was therefore seen as 
very mportant.
Agan, good nterpersonal sklls are crucal here n helpng to reassure resdents that 
staff are present and are tryng to respond to calls as quckly as they can. Staff dd 
note how frustratng t could be when you had to constantly respond to the call bell, 
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but recognsed n themselves when they were close to losng ther patence and, on 
these occasons, would take a mnute or so to re-settle themselves or get help from 
another member of staff.
 3.9 Locked doors
Of all the ssues covered n the study, the pros and cons of locked doors was 
somethng on whch everyone had a vew. Most of the care homes we vsted had a 
locked door wth a coded keypad to release the door lock. Care home practtoners 
felt that the man reason the door was locked was to prevent strangers comng nto 
the home rather than to stop resdents from leavng.
Our startng pont for ths dscusson was that, unless legally requred to reman n 
the home, all resdents were enttled to leave the care home whenever they pleased, 
day or nght. However, the ssue of locked doors does not necessarly n tself mean 
that a person s beng deprved of ther lberty. The DOLS Code of Practce, secton 
1.13 states that someone can only be deprved of ther lberty ‘in their own best 
interest, to protect from harm if it is a proportionate response to the likelihood and 
seriousness of harm, and if there is no less restrictive alternative’. Therefore, a locked 
front door, partcularly at nght, mght be consdered an approprate acton. Clearly 
many of the staff were aware of the mplcatons of the MCA DOLS, whch requre a 
formal assessment process to be undertaken where resdents mght be consdered to 
be deprved of ther lberty.
Some staff were qute comfortable wth the noton of resdents beng able to leave 
the care home when they wanted to. For others, t called nto queston ther ‘duty 
to care’. “Aren’t we responsble for ther safety? What would happen f they had an 
accdent or got lost?” A common ssue that arose out of many ntervews related to 
the fear that managers and staff feel n allowng resdents to take rsks, partcularly 
n gong out wthout support. Wouldn’t they be blamed f a resdent ‘under ther 
care’ had an accdent? Wouldn’t the local press latch on to the story as an example 
of abuse? Clearly more thnkng s needed n explorng the balance of practtoners’ 
‘duty to care’ wth a resdent’s rghts and lberty.
Case study 8
One manager gave an llustratve dlemma of a large female resdent who used 
a wheelchar to get around the home and who was adamant that she wshed to 
leave the home unescorted. Outsde the home was a large hll, and the manager 
feared that the resdent would lose control of the wheelchar and cause a serous 
accdent to herself or others. The resdent was aware of the rsk that she was 
takng, but the manager struggled wth the dea of smply allowng the resdent 
to leave on her own, even though she recognsed that ultmately the resdent was 
able to make an nformed choce. Ultmately the manager felt that she would have 
to release a member of staff to escort the resdent even f that meant leavng 
the floor short of staff. For her, restranng people f t s n ther own nterests of 
safety was somethng she felt mght have been necessary. In ths case, a properly 
negotated care plan that spelt out the rsks and recorded the outcomes of 
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dscussons wth the resdent may be useful both n reducng the perceved need 
for restrant and ndentfyng any underlyng reasons why the resdent wshed to 
take such hgh rsks.
 3.9.1 Good practice
We heard plenty of examples of good practce where the culture of the care home 
was to encourage all those wth capacty to move freely n and out of the home as 
they wshed. Some staff we spoke to lterally laughed at the noton that resdents 
mght not be allowed to leave the home: ther culture was one of supportng postve 
rsk takng, where resdents were free to do as they please.
“Resdents are allowed to move freely, they know the codes and come down and 
they go to the parks and the pubs.” (care home practtoner)
But ths was not always the stuaton: there was a sense that staff, relatves and 
even other resdents sometmes felt anxous about a resdent leavng the home 
unescorted. In these cases, rsk assessments wth the resdent and relatve(s) was 
seen as crucal and where possble, care homes would try to ensure that staff were 
avalable to escort resdents or offer organsed trps or outngs to reduce the rsks 
nvolved.
Agan, dscussons returned to the fact that there are many occasons when t s 
smply not possble to provde one-to-one assstance to a resdent who wshes to go 
out. In these stuatons, the care home practtoners had developed a range of hghly 
ndvdualsed strateges for montorng the well-beng of the resdent where a rsk of 
harm had been dentfed.
One staff group descrbed how they would become famlar wth where resdents 
chose to walk, and wthout beng ntrusve, keep an occasonal eye on where the 
resdent had got to, or f the resdent was seekng to get to a partcular destnaton, 
would rng to check they had arrved (wth the agreement of the resdent).
One care home (ntervewed for a dfferent study, My Home Lfe, 2008) had worked 
closely wth a resdent to contnue to use a moblty scooter unaded outsde the 
home, despte the fact that on one occason, the scooter had fallen off the kerb nto 
the road and caused a mnor traffc ncdent. The care home was determned to 
support the resdent to contnue to retan hs ndependence. Staff helped the resdent 
regan hs sklls and confdence n usng the scooter and had equpped hm wth a 
moble phone n case of emergences.
 3.9.2 Residents formally assessed as being at significant risk of harm if leaving 
the home unescorted
For those resdents who, under the DOLS gudance, had been assessed as beng at 
rsk of sgnfcant harm f leavng the care home unescorted, the challenge of avodng 
restrant remaned. Many practtoners were aware of stuatons where a resdent 
had attempted to leave the care home and staff had clustered to stop them from 
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leavng. Such a stuaton can result n great anger, dstress and ncreased agtaton for 
the resdent. Avodng such stuatons requred ndvdualsed responses. Staff talked 
about how ther prmary concern was a need to reduce the resdent’s desre to leave 
the home unescorted by ensurng that there was stmulaton and purposeful actvty 
n the home. Second, there was a range of ways n whch staff could reduce the 
dstress or feelng of beng restraned f a resdent wshed to leave the home.
In one care home t was reported that an agtated resdent was adamant that she 
needed to leave the home to collect her chldren from school. The care home had 
agreed a strategy where a member of staff would escort her up the road to a local 
school, at whch pont the resdent became aware that the chldren were stll n ther 
classrooms and was happy to return to the care home.
“We actually do have a resdent, who says she wants to go out, not she wants 
to, she s gong out. She s qute vulnerable, but rather than crowd her and say no 
you can’t go out, we say ok off you go but as long as there’s a member of staff 
about fve paces back behnd her. Just to see where she’s gong, because she don’t 
actually go far.” (care home practtoner)
Staff talked about dverson technques that they had developed:
“Sometmes you can dstract, say f a member of staff came out wth a resdent, 
that member of staff can cross the road, go on ahead, then come back down to 
meet the resdent and ask ‘hello, where are you off to? I’m just gong back to work 
do you want to come back wth me?’.” (care home practtoner)
Staff talked about how they had developed relatonshps wth resdents and relatves 
to really understand the underlyng reasons why a resdent mght be agtated and 
wantng to leave the care home. Staff acknowledged the need to be workng to 
support resdents to go out as often as possble. Care homes have demonstrated 
that they often dentfy hghly creatve ways to enable resdents to feel free to leave 
the care home wthout the need for unnecessary rsk takng. The use of famly and 
volunteers to act as addtonal resources to the home and to the resdents can be 
helpful here.
In ths small study, relatves tended to be partcularly keen on the need to keep doors 
locked for the resdents’ own protecton. Relatves told us that one of the reasons 
for comng nto the home was the fact that the resdent that they vsted had been 
at major rsk of ‘wanderng’ when they were n ther own home. Creatng a postve 
dalogue wth relatves and resdents to help understand these fears and worres and 
how they mght nfrnge on the rghts and freedoms of the resdent were seen as 
crtcal n resolvng ths ssue.
 3.10 over-medication
There has been plenty of press coverage about resdents who have been ‘chemcally 
restraned’ through napproprate or over-medcaton. Some of the care home 
managers we spoke to noted that some of ther resdents had come nto care homes 
wth medcaton that may have been necessary n a hosptal or communty settng 
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to reduce agtaton or ‘challengng’ behavour, but was seen as less essental for some 
resdents n a care home where staff are more avalable to adopt socal therapeutc 
nterventons as a postve and effectve alternatve.
The responsblty for revewng medcaton for resdents les wth the health servce 
and n partcular the GP or pharmacst. That sad, as advocates for resdents, care 
homes should consder themselves as responsble for ensurng that the resdents 
get access to regular medcaton revews, specalst medcal advce and support as 
approprate.
 3.10.1 Good practice
“If the doctor prescrbes a type of tranqulser drug and we feel the resdent 
doesn’t need that drug, or f we fnd that she becomes too sleepy or too tred, then 
we wll contact the GP agan and menton that we thnk the drugs beng used are 
too hgh or not qute rght for the resdent.” (care home manager)
All the care homes ntervewed made note of ther proactve efforts to foster postve 
relatonshps between themselves and the local GPs and prmary care trusts. Some 
GPs were consdered to be better than others at tacklng the huge challenges n 
respondng to the needs of older people wth dementa wthout the use of drugs. 
A few of the care homes we spoke to felt, through ther efforts, they were now 
trusted by the GPs as equal partners n workng to reduce the need for sedatves, 
seekng ther advce and workng together to explore alternatve non-pharmaceutcal 
nterventons. In these care homes, managers concluded that ther efforts had led to 
resdents beng less chemcally restraned, more alert, and, as one practtoner put t, 
“more alve”.
“I have been able to get the GP to cut back on the majorty of the medcaton 
whch deal wth psychotc behavour. The effects of one medcaton were makng 
[the resdent] feel very very sleepy. now she’s more talkatve, whch s good. About 
three weeks ago her daughter vsted and she was able to complete a crossword 
puzzle. now she s able to walk around much better.” (care home manager)
Outsde ths study, good practce was dentfed wth a care home that used a range 
of socal therapes as alternatves to medcaton: massage, talkng therapes and 
‘doll therapy’ (a technque whereby dolls are placed around the home for resdents, 
partcularly those wth dementa, to pck up and form relatonshps wth, should they 
wsh) were just some of the nterventons used. In developng these strateges, staff 
need to be well traned and well supported before engagng n such therapes (My 
Home Lfe, 2009).
Greater work s needed to develop a fuller understandng of how we can better 
support staff to feel able to manage ‘challengng behavour’ wthout the use of 
antpsychotc medcaton and to explore the covert use of medcaton where drugs 
are gven to resdents n a dsgused format.
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 3.11 staff instructions, or institutional rules or practices
Whle most of the forms of restrant covered n ths report relate to very practcal 
aspects of care, t remans the case that the culture of a care home can determne 
how free or how restraned resdents feel to lve ther lfe as they choose.
 3.11.1 Dilemmas
Resdents, relatves and staff ntervewed found ths a partcularly fascnatng and 
qute challengng area of dscusson. How do the atttudes and assumptons of staff, 
resdents and relatves mpact on the culture of a home? Do resdents really feel able 
to leave the care home as they please? Do resdents feel comfortable n askng for 
help wthout any feelng of restrcton? Are they free to stay n bed all day should 
they wsh or to take rsks that others mght not feel happy to do?
The culture of the care home s determned for the most part by the manager or 
owner of the home, the ndvdual who s seen as the leader. Helpng staff, resdents 
and relatves to reflect on whether resdents are truly encouraged to make nformed 
choces about every aspect of ther lves s so mportant. Some of the resdents we 
spoke to n the study noted that they ddn’t always ask for assstance because they 
ddn’t want to complan or make a fuss, or felt that they had to abde by the rules of 
the home (one resdent noted that patents n hosptals n earler eras were expected 
to do as they were told!).
 3.11.2 Good practice
Postve rsk assessment and reflectve practce s a crucal aspect of ths. The culture 
of a care home must begn from the perspectve of assumng that a resdent can 
do any actvty they wsh, and where there are rsks nvolved, strateges need to be 
adopted to fnd ways to enable resdents to contnue to undertake ths actvty. Some 
of the care homes we spoke to had adopted ths approach:
“Yes, you get plenty of freedom; you can do what you lke. Probably f I stood on 
my head I don’t thnk they’d stop me.” (resdent)
“Sometmes there s a resdent who says ‘I just want to stay n my room today’ 
and that’s fne, they’re all enttled to do so.” (care home manager)
In one home, tranng and leadershp had helped open up the culture, and staff had 
seen a real change n practce. Others recognsed that t was a constant battle aganst 
a task-orentated, rsk-averse protectonst culture. They felt that wthout constant 
communcaton, practce qute naturally slpped back to ths.
The study gave plenty of examples of how resdents were free to choose the tme 
they wshed to get up, to make themselves drnks and prepare meals, havng been 
assessed for rsk and supported approprately.
“If somebody wants to make a cup of tea then I wll obvously assess the person, 
you know, whether or not you thnk they’re gong to burn themselves and just 
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watch them and observe them really, just make sure that they’re aware that they 
could burn themselves wth the hot water.” (care home practtoner)
There were also examples of regular communcaton wth relatves about the rsks 
nvolved:
“I thnk the famles do speak to us and there s good rapport wth them, they 
would rather the resdent went out and took the rsk than to st here n front of 
a TV. One of my resdents goes to the off lcence and gets her alcohol. If she’s 
gone for more than 15 mnutes, we rng the shop and ask ‘Is she there? Has she 
left?’.”(care home practtoner)
Outsde ths study, clear evdence has been gathered on homes where resdents are 
truly playng a central role n decson makng about every aspect of care home lfe. 
There are examples of resdents who were nvolved n recrutng staff, who helped to 
take responsblty for plannng actvtes, desgnng the garden or takng jobs n the 
home as handyperson or cleaner (My Home Lfe, 2008). Whle these actvtes mght 
seem patronsng to others, they appeared to be welcomed by the resdents and 
offered a real sense of freedom and control.
“We encourage resdents to do whatever they want. We’re tryng to encourage 
them to cook. We’ve changed the actvtes, we go out more, we’re ntroducng lots 
more actvtes to everyone.” (care home practtoner)
Such choce s typcally less avalable to more dependent populatons, because of 
cogntve mparment or a lack of ablty to artculate ther wshes. Good practce 
requres consderable effort by the staff to develop postve relatonshps wth 
resdents and relatves, to understand what s mportant to them, to develop 
communcaton technques and to act as ther advocates n helpng them regan 
ndependence and choce. Regular tranng, supervson and tme for reflecton are 
helpful here, but developng such a culture can be a major challenge, partcularly 
where staff turnover s hgh and motvaton s low.
How the culture of a care home mpacts on choce and control cannot be explored 
n detal n ths small study. It s a hghly complex ssue, whch the research team wll 
be explorng n greater depth n the next few years. Some addtonal thoughts are 
offered n the dscusson at the end of ths report.
 3.12 other forms of restraint mentioned in the study
Asde from the eght types of restrant dentfed n the lterature revew carred out 
for SCIE, a number of other areas of restrant were rased from the dscussons.
 3.12.1 Alcohol, cigarettes, sex
“One couple, they’ve passed away now, but they used to drnk together. But 
sometmes they would get to the extent where they would drnk so much, we had 
to help hm or her nto bed, but we never ever strpped the bottle away.” (care 
home practtoner)
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To what extent do we support resdents’ choce to drnk or smoke or engage n sexual 
actvty? Some care homes may queston whether supportng resdents to get drunk 
or smoke 40 a day comples wth the MCA n respect of a best nterest decson. 
Ths s a dffcult area that needs greater exploraton. If someone lacks capacty to 
understand the mplcatons of ther drnkng/smokng/havng sex (they may not be 
aware of the fact that they have just had a cgarette or a drnk for nstance), there s a 
need for a care plan that strkes a balance between ther choce and ther well-beng 
wthout mposng our own opnons on the acceptable of such practces.
 3.12.2 Environmental restraints
Wthn the study there was a percepton that health and safety regulatons created 
great restrctons on resdents n relaton to such matters as keepng wndows open 
or enterng the man care home ktchen. For those care homes fortunate to have 
smaller unts wth resdent ktchen facltes, ths s less of a problem. More work 
s needed to consder how health and safety regulatons may drectly or ndrectly 
restrct resdents’ choce and freedom.
 3.13 Negotiating and managing positive risk taking
Ths secton explores how the care homes n ths study have developed processes for 
managng and supportng rsk wth ther resdents. Gven the lmted scope of ths 
study, a revew of lterature has not been undertaken on ths subject. That sad, we 
recommend that further work s developed to summarse the key prncples of good 
practce that emerge from the lterature for use by the care home sector.
There s no doubt that the dscussons on avodng unnecessary restrant were 
ntertwned wth dscussons around rsk management. Many of the care homes had 
developed formal processes to ensure that postve rsk takng was part of the culture 
of the home, and that where there was a rsk to a resdent, care homes formally 
recorded whether the resdent or famly members were happy to accept that level of 
rsk and to explore whether alternatve strateges could be developed that would lead 
to the same goal but wth reduced levels of rsk.
 3.13.1 Balancing up risk and rights
As noted earler, when assessng rsk, care home practtoners need to acknowledge 
that one resdent’s rght to do somethng mght be a rsk or an nfrngement of rghts/
freedom of others. Care homes are communtes where one resdent’s behavour wll 
both be nfluenced by and affect staff, relatves and other resdents. In some cases, 
a decson has to be made about whether we restran one resdent’s freedom to 
act as they wsh f t s affectng another resdent’s freedom. The case study below 
llustrates ths pont.
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Case study 9
A resdent wth physcal dsabltes wshes to reman n bed untl 12.30pm at 
whch tme she wll requre support from two staff to get her up (whch takes 
about 40 mnutes). Despte staff efforts to negotate wth her, she s adamant 
that she wll not be happy to be got up any later or any earler than ths tme. 
However, ths s lunchtme n the home, and staff are all needed to support other 
resdents. If these two staff are taken away from the dnng room, other staff wll 
feel pressursed and lunch wll be less of a pleasant and relaxed occason for other 
resdents. How do we resolve ths? Why s ths resdent so fxed n her desre to get 
up at a set tme? Is there support that she needs? In the short term do we stop the 
resdent from gettng up or do we stop other resdents from gettng to the table at 
lunchtme?
One care home manager felt that her staff needed to act as ‘detectves’, always 
assessng both how the envronment was affectng the behavour of resdents and 
how ther own practce mght be affectng behavour. In the case above, practtoners 
need to understand the reasons behnd why a resdent s so adamant that she 
must get up at a fxed tme and how the envronment of the care home mght be 
exacerbatng the need for ths resdent to want tght control over her routne. If we 
are flexble to one resdent who s able to artculate powerfully her vews, are we 
more lkely to gnore those who are quet, lackng confdence or the ablty to express 
themselves?
At the same tme we should acknowledge how challengng these negotatons and 
decsons are for care staff, gven lmted staff/resdent ratos and the sheer workload 
placed on care home practtoners.
 3.13.2 Managing risk for those lacking capacity to make decisions
The bg ssue for many care homes s how to work wth resdents who lack capacty 
to make decsons and to take rsks to be less restraned by the routne of the care 
home envronment. The care homes we ntervewed typcally engaged relatves n the 
process of rsk assessment. Dscussons would be held to explore the balance of rghts 
and rsks: what rsks could be mnmsed wthout restranng a resdent? What rsks 
were unacceptable gven the potental harm that mght occur? What rsks were hgh 
but acceptable gven the mportance of such actvty for the resdent themselves? 
Where possble, resdents would be properly engaged n such dscussons. One of the 
fve key prncples of the MCA s that ‘A person must be assumed to have capacty 
unless t s establshed that he lacks capacty’. Assessments of capacty are thus only 
vald at the pont they are made. Ths s seen as one of the major benefts of the 
MCA n that t has gven care homes a set of rules to work by and hence much more 
clarty. However, the challenge remans of how staff work to convey to resdents 
wth cogntve mparment the rsks that they are takng and the decsons that have 
been made on ther behalf. As noted earler, staff are requred to possess excellent 
communcaton sklls to help resdents understand the rsks that they are takng or 
the reasons why they are beng encouraged not to engage n a certan actvty.
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In crcumstances where, despte the best efforts of the staff, resdents contnue to 
carry out ths hgh-rsk behavour, care home practtoners felt that resdents should 
ether be allowed to undertake such behavour, and all attempts to reduce rsk be 
documented, or some sort of mnmal restrant should be employed as a last resort. 
The need to constantly revew the care plan to see whether t s achevable s vtal n 
these cases. Once agan staff need to be aware of the legal requrements to comply 
wth the MCA when consderng these complex decsons.
 3.13.3 The fluctuating nature of risk
The fndngs show how care homes are attemptng to engage wth the complexty of 
rsk as t may change on a day-to-day or even mnute-to-mnute bass. The lucdty 
of a person lvng wth dementa may have a temporal qualty: ther ablty to make 
nformed decsons and take rsks may be greater at certan tmes of the day and 
under certan (envronmental and other) condtons. In mnmsng restrant, care 
home practtoners need to consder tmes and condtons where restrant may be 
more necessary than others. One care home spoke of how care plans would be 
revewed and altered regularly n response to the ever-changng crcumstances of 
ther resdents:
“Because they come n wth a care plan sayng they can do A, B and C and they’ve 
been wth us over a number of years and ther condton deterorates, we wrte a 
short-term care plan whch s revewed every two weeks and then revewed agan 
every month. When we change the short-term care plan we usually speak to the 
famly as well.” (care home practtoner)
 3.13.4 Assessing longer-term risks of behaviour
The study also dentfed that whle there are short- and medum-term consequences 
of supportng a resdent to take rsks, the longer-term consequences also need to be 
explored. Two examples llustrate ths:
Case study 10
A resdent s assessed to be at hgh rsk of fallng and lackng capacty to make 
decsons. The resdent s therefore encouraged to get up only wth support from a 
member of staff. Ths means that the ndvdual may spend more tme sttng than 
they would wsh, whch n turn wll lead to more muscle wastage and the longer-
term consequences of greater unsteadness and rsk n walkng. Wth ths n mnd, 
where the decson has been taken wth resdents to dscourage unaded walkng, 
the longer-term rsks and the much greater rsk of fallng need to be weghed up.
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Case study 11
The decson to allow someone to walk around unsupported may have longer-term 
consequences f they suffer a fall. One relatve talked about how she ddn’t want 
her mother to get up and walk around unaded, not because she could fall, but 
because the fall mght lead to the resdent requrng a spell n hosptal. Ths relatve 
knew that her mother feared hosptals. A hosptal stay would be hghly dstressng 
and dsorentatng and could ultmately lead to her further mental deteroraton.
It s clear that rsk needs to be explored n the wder context of the qualty of lfe of a 
resdent n a care home. Ths rases the queston of how we measure the comparatve 
qualty of lfe of a resdent who s enabled to take postve rsks but des as a result 
of a fall or accdent wth a resdent who lves a longer lfe but s restraned from 
takng any actvty that has rsk assocated wth t. These are large questons that 
need a wder socetal debate. nevertheless there s now a clear legal framework that 
underpns decson makng for staff provded by the MCA.
 3.13.5 Balancing different opinions
Rsk assessment requres the nvolvement of resdents, relatves and staff workng 
together. But to what extent are the fears, anxetes or agest values of the relatves 
and staff reducng our ablty to undertake an objectve assessment that puts 
resdents’ qualty of lfe frst?
The study seemed to show that each relatve and resdent had a dfferent perspectve 
on what was an acceptable rsk. Some relatves we spoke to appeared to be more 
rsk-averse than the staff or resdents: worred about the safety of ther relatve 
(resdent), many stated that they would prefer that the staff stopped resdents 
from undertakng rsky behavour. They struggled wth the dlemmas posed around 
balancng rsk and rghts and were open about how upset they would feel f ther 
relatve (resdent) came to harm. Two people spoke ndependently about the trauma 
and stress that they faced n keepng ther relatve safe from fallng/‘wanderng’ 
when they were lvng n the communty. For them, admsson to the care home was 
prmarly about ensurng ther relatve’s safety and protecton. It became clear that 
ths was of greater mportance to them than supportng ther relatve (resdent) to 
make choces about the rsks that they wshed to take.
“If t was me and my mother, I would hope that they would stop them from gong 
out.” (relatve)
Resdents were talked through the lst of dfferent forms of restrant and asked 
f they felt that such examples exsted n the care home. Resdents’ vews vared 
enormously. Some talked about how they ddn’t lke to see other resdents take rsks; 
they wanted staff to ensure that they were always safe. Some resdents felt that over 
tme ther self-confdence had been reduced because of falls. They had become more 
conservatve about takng rsks. Others felt that they were qute capable of judgng 
the rsks for themselves and ddn’t want staff to make decsons for them:
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“If you’re thnkng straght stll, you see the danger for yourself.” (resdent)
Resdents made comments about the nteractons between staff and other resdents 
that they saw. Many talked postvely about the staff and were very aware of 
how the workload of the staff made t mpossble to respond to every request for 
assstance mmedately. The data collected from three or four of the resdents was 
extremely rch but t would be rresponsble to report these fndngs n ths report 
gven the lmted sample sze. The My Home Lfe team are keen to develop ths data 
to nclude more ntervews n order to tease out n more detal the lved experence of 
older people lvng n care homes n relaton to the ssues of rsk, rghts and restrant.
A really nterestng fndng comng out of the ntervews wth relatves and resdents 
was the fact that many had prevously never really thought through the ssue of 
balancng rghts and rsks but appeared very glad to do so, welcomng the tme and 
space to pause and consder the dlemmas nvolved.
Ths study has shown that care home practtoners need to demonstrate great skll 
n helpng staff, resdents and partcularly relatves to fully engage wth dffcult 
decsons around the care and the level of rsk assocated wth resdents’ behavour 
or actons. Good practce s where care home managers can help staff and relatves 
understand how emotons such as gult or fear mght affect our ablty to thnk 
ratonally about what s an acceptable and unacceptable rsk for the resdent.
“It s the cross-reference between relatves, the resdent and management that I 
thnk makes t what t s. It s a shared responsblty.” (relatve)
More work needs to be undertaken around these ssues.
 3.14 Risk assessment tools and restraint policies
“I get assessed all the tme now. Before and after shft changes I can see … staff 
talkng to each other about resdents and nformng each other about changes etc.” 
(resdent)
The care homes we ntervewed all had formal polces n place to assess rsks. Some 
had generc rsk assessment tools coverng most areas of practce; others had more 
detaled assessment tools relatng to falls, bedrals etc.
“We dentfy the rsk, the pros and cons of takng the rsk, the resdent f they’re 
able to sgn t themselves, and then the relatve countersgns t.” (care home 
practtoner)
no standard rsk assessment tool was dentfed as beng used across the care home 
sector, although there was some nterest n developng a generc rsk assessment tool 
that had the endorsement of the HSE and the care home regulator.
Some care homes had developed polces specfcally n relaton to restrant, whle 
others had polces for varous practces such as the use of bedrals or lap belts. 
Some homes had ncorporated polces on restrant nto wder polces relatng to the 
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mplementaton of the MCA. Agan, some homes valued the dea of havng a standard 
restrant polcy that could be shared across the care home sector.
A range of other tools had been developed: one home had created a form that was 
sent to the polce f a resdent had left the care home and could not be found. It 
ncluded a photograph of the resdent and a physcal descrpton as well as space for 
care home managers to make comments about the places where the resdent may 
have gone.
Another home had developed new care plans that focused specfcally around what 
the resdents could do rather than what they couldn’t; t clearly communcated that 
postve rsk takng was seen as an mportant aspect of lfe n the home.
“Our care plans specfy what resdents can do. It’s separated nto ‘what I can do’, 
‘what I need help wth’, so that wll ndcate ‘I can make a cup of tea for myself’, or 
‘I need help wth preparng a cup of tea’. Even f they do make a mess or they do 
t completely wrong, t doesn’t matter. At least they’re stll tryng, they’re dong 
somethng.” (care home practtoner)
 3.15 Training and practice development
Many of the staff we spoke to had receved formal tranng n relaton to the MCA. 
Some of ths tranng had been led by the care home manager, some by external 
tranng provders. Tranng was generally felt to be helpful but certanly not a 
substtute for more nformal approaches to practce development.
“We’ve had refresher tranng sessons on [restrant] and that has drven home the 
message about varous technques that can be used [as an alternatve to] restrant, 
such as valdaton therapy.” (care home manager)
“We held a forum on ssues related to dementa whch was well attended by 
relatves and volunteers and we had a good dscusson on how thngs are, and 
what we try to do to make lfe better for the resdents. I thnk t has helped – yes, 
they’ve got a much better understandng now defntely.” (care home manager)
Some managers had brought n tranng when a partcular ssue relatng to a resdent 
emerged:
“In my home, a resdent wth challengng behavour came n and the staff ddn’t 
have the rght tranng. So we organsed staff tranng for everyone to help them 
deal wth her problems. When she was showng challengng behavour t was 
because she’d forgotten that her husband had ded. We [developed] a memory 
box and t trggered everythng and she remembered, and now she sn’t very 
challengng at all.” (care home manager)
In some cases, managers felt that outsders could help open up senstve dscussons 
wth staff who mght feel afrad of rasng a dffcult ssue wth the manager for fear 
of beng blamed.
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 3.15.1 ongoing practice development
Whle tranng, polces and process tools are an mportant part of mnmsng 
restrant n care homes, they are worthless unless there are formal and nformal 
processes for communcaton wth staff, resdents and relatves.
Establshng a culture n the care home where all staff are fully aware of the rsks that 
resdents are wllng to take and the strateges that wll help reduce rsk or dstress 
s crucal, yet t remans a constant challenge for care home managers, partcularly 
where there s hgh staff turnover.
“Usually we look at the rsk and document t n the care plan assessments. These 
get dscussed at handover. The fact that we have a contnuty of staff n the care 
home t’s not as f we are gettng strangers [workng] here, so everybody knows 
about the resdents and the rsks. When we do have a new person who we know s 
new to the floor then we bref them on what knd of care s gven to whom.” (care 
home practtoner)
Managers n the study spoke of the real challenges facng them n nstllng a postve 
culture and n ensurng good communcaton across all staff n the home, partcularly 
gven the ncreasng amount of paperwork that they had to deal wth. Beng avalable 
and approachable was vtal to help staff respond approprately to complex ssues:
“I thnk the support we get from the senor staff s very crucal because what we 
try to do s move away from the task-orented way of dong thngs, and allowng 
the resdents to lve as they want to. If someone doesn’t want to get out of bed t 
shouldn’t be a problem at all. Prevously t would be, t would be seen as the care 
staff not wantng to do what s requred of them.” (care home practtoner)
“I thnk ths care home s very empowerng, we’ve got the support from the 
manager. If there s a problem we go to her and say ths s what we are strugglng 
wth. We have a dscusson about t.” (care home practtoner)
Care homes that we spoke to had developed dfferent processes for communcatng 
and reflectng on some of the ethcal dlemmas they faced. One care home had 
set asde tme for staff to come together to explore some of these ssues. Another 
care home had a Frday reflecton group where staff were gven tme to consder 
the week’s work, the resdents and the challenges that they faced. One care home 
workng wth extremely fral ndvduals (outsde ths study) ensured that all staff 
attended formal clncal supervson sessons to help support them to cope wth the 
demandng work and to reflect on ther practces.
Asde from formalsed sessons, care home managers were commtted to ‘gettng 
out on the floor’ as much as possble, modellng good practce, havng an ‘ear to the 
ground’, beng able to support and offer advce on a mnute-to-mnute bass. The 
common vew was that there was never enough tme to do ths.
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The task of creatng a culture whch supports resdents to make choces about the 
rsks that they wsh to take s a mammoth challenge for care home managers and 
one that requres real support from the wder health and socal care system.
The study heard of one manager who had made every attempt to support the wshes 
of a resdent to walk unaded n the care home. A rsk assessment had been carred 
out wth the resdent’s and relatves’ nvolvement and a care plan agreed that clearly 
communcated the resdent’s wsh to walk unaded. Sadly n ths case, the woman 
had a fall and ded soon after. The fall was an dentfed rsk for that resdent but, for 
her, takng such rsks was crucal to her qualty of lfe.
The manager spoke of her own gref and dstress at the death of ths resdent wth 
whom she had developed a very close relatonshp. She hoped that outsde agences 
would acknowledge ths dstress and support her to contnue her good work n the 
care home. However, rather than recevng support, the manager became the subject 
of a formal nvestgaton, ntated by a relatve and supported by socal workers, 
some of whom had prevously been alles and professonal frends wth the manager. 
Ths response exacerbated the manager’s dstress and prompted her to nstl a more 
rsk-averse culture n the home to ensure that such an ncdent never happened agan.
The above story demonstrates the need for an open and honest dalogue between 
care homes and the wder communty about the potental negatve consequences of 
adoptng a culture of postve rsk takng.
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4 Discussion
Ths report summarses a very small-scale project, whch cannot provde all the 
answers to ths dffcult ethcal ssue. The ntenton s to share a better understandng 
of the complexty of care and to facltate a more nformed dalogue about how care 
homes can deal and are dealng wth ths senstve topc.
Ths study was undertaken wth a small number of care homes that were happy to be 
ntervewed and so cannot be seen as representatve of care homes n general. Care 
homes self-selected to be a part of ths study. The decson to take part demonstrates 
an openness to outsders and a confdence n ther own practce that may not be a 
characterstc found across all care homes.
Data were gathered from ntervews rather than drect observaton of nteractons 
between staff, relatves and resdents. Consequently, the study reports only what 
partcpants have told us about ther practce rather than what may (or may not) be 
happenng n the real context of everyday lfe.
That sad, the study would seem to suggest that the use of ‘restrant’ n care homes 
appears not as common as portrayed n the meda and wth careful formal plannng 
and assessment can be avoded n most crcumstances, by balancng the rghts and 
rsks of ndvduals.
The study has clearly shown evdence of the challenges and dlemmas nvolved n 
provdng care to an ncreasngly fral resdent populaton. Above all, t has shown 
how some care home staff have developed hghly ndvdualsed (often nformal) 
strateges for supportng resdents wthout the need for any form of verbal, physcal 
or manual restrant. These staff have demonstrated a range of hghly sophstcated 
communcaton, negotaton, counsellng, reflecton and assessment sklls n order to 
mplement good practce. It s remarkable that care home practtoners have been 
able to develop and utlse the many sklls requred to acheve an acceptable balance 
of rsk gven the lmted resources avalable to them.
The study descrbes how some of the dlemmas facng staff are due, n part, to 
the lack of staff avalable at any gven tme to provde assstance to resdents. Low 
staffng levels should not be vewed as an excuse for restrant. Poor staff/resdent 
ratos n care homes remans an ongong problem for the sector and needs to 
be addressed. Ths brngs us to a broader debate about how well care homes are 
supported by wder socety to avod restrant and promote postve rsk takng: 
some practtoners were very aware that they are workng n envronments that 
have a poor publc profle. They feared that by supportng resdents to take postve 
nformed rsks, they were ncreasng the lkelhood of accdents or ncdences that 
could be seen by external people as evdence of neglect, malpractce or abuse.
Gettng the rght balance between restranng someone for ther own protecton and 
supportng people to take a postve rsk s not an exact scence. There s a huge range 
of varables that wll affect the level of rsk at any gven tme. Care homes cannot 
legslate or plan for every possblty.
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Managers felt stuck between a rock and a hard place. Some felt that the wder 
health and socal care system would quckly crtcse any form of restranng practce, 
wthout properly apprecatng the complex decson makng that may have gone on 
before. They argued that the current government prorty of gvng greater choce 
and control to resdents actvely encouraged rsk takng. However, staff dd not feel 
supported and felt they were too easly blamed f postve rsk takng led to harm for 
the resdent.
“In ths place t s the feelng of we’re damned f we try, we’re damned f we don’t.” 
(care home practtoner)
A provder representatve organsaton suggested some care homes saw adult 
safeguardng as a draconan threat, vewng the current system as judge, jury and 
executoner all rolled nto one, wth no communcaton back to provders. They 
hghlghted that the care home ndustry does not have a natonal body to set 
professonal standards and ths may be worth consderng.
If we, as a socety, really want to promote choce, control and postve rsk takng for 
our fralest ctzens, we need to support care homes to mprove staffng levels, nvest 
n approprate tranng and support and be more open and acceptng of the fact that 
resdents may wsh to take rsks that could ultmately lead to accdent, ncdent or 
even ther death. As a socety we need to debate these ssues more openly, so that 
people feel more comfortable wth choces made by others.
Beyond ths, we should also acknowledge that we are expectng practtoners, 
on low pay and wth poor status, to take on ths dffcult ethcal and emotonal 
responsblty. In our research, where good practce exsted, staff had developed 
postve relatonshps wth ther resdents and were better able to manage rsk and 
mnmse restrant. However, ths s complex work. Can we really expect care home 
staff to be able to cope emotonally wth the responsblty of supportng resdents to 
take rsks that mght possbly lead to harm? Are we supportng them enough to make 
these judgements? How do they cope when a resdent des as a result of an accdent 
that could have been avoded f some lmted form of restrant had been adopted?
The questons offered here are n part phlosophcal but n part about the realty of 
everyday lfe for resdents, relatves and staff n care homes. The study demonstrates 
that care homes can (f gven approprate resources and support) offer very postve 
envronments for many of our fralest ctzens for whom other models of care may 
be far more restranng. It could be argued, for nstance, that domclary care may 
be postve for those able to walk ndependently, but for those who are bed or char-
bound (restraned by ther envronment) t may be a very a dfferent experence when 
only n recept of servces for three half-hour occasons durng the day. It s therefore 
worth consderng whether the current government polcy of ‘encouragng’ our oldest 
populaton (however fral and dependent they are) to reman at home may be n 
tself one of the bggest causes of napproprate restrant.
Managng rsk and mnmsng restrant s complex work that depends on 
relatonshps beng good between resdents, relatves and staff. Practce n care 
homes needs to be not only evdence-based, but also relatonshp-centred.  
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My Home Lfe Programme (www.myhomelfe.org.uk) offers a vson for best 
practce that meets both these crtera and s supported by all the natonal provder 
organsatons representng care homes across the UK (natonal Care Forum, Englsh 
Communty Care Assocaton, Regstered nursng Home Assocaton, natonal 
Care Assocaton, Care Forum Wales, Independent Health and Care Provders 
[northern Ireland] and Scottsh Care). Led by Age Concern and Help the Aged and n 
partnershp wth Cty Unversty London and the Joseph Rowntree Foundaton, My 
Home Lfe has eght key themes. The frst sx themes are amed at staff delverng 
care. Three of these themes are about the resdent’s journey n care (managng 
transton, mprovng health and healthcare, supportng good end-of-lfe), whereas 
the other three themes, amed at drect care staff, are about how care can be more 
personalsed (mantanng dentty, sharng decson makng, creatng communty). 
The fnal two themes are amed at managers and are concerned wth how they 
can support ther staff to put the frst sx themes nto practce (keepng workforce 
ft for purpose, promotng a postve culture). These last two themes requre care 
home managers to take a leadershp role n supportng staff to create more postve 
relatonshps between resdents, relatves and staff (both wthn care homes and n 
partnershp wth outsde agences).
The evdence base for My Home Lfe (nCHR&D Forum, 2007) was derved from 
a synthess of the research-based lterature on what resdents, relatves and staff 
want from care homes and what works n practce. Ths evdence-based vson for 
best practce s underpnned by relatonshp-centred care (nolan et al, 2006) that 
acknowledges the mportance of consderng not only the needs of resdents and 
relatves, but also the needs of staff. Research has shown that relatonshps between 
resdents, relatves and staff wll be enhanced f each group s helped to feel a 
sense of securty, belongng, contnuty, purpose, achevement and sgnfcance (see 
Appendx 2 for evdence-based practcal statements about what wll help resdents, 
relatves and staff acheve these sx senses). Gong forward, t would be helpful f all 
agences engaged wth care homes (nspectors, commssoners, educators etc) could 
adopt the My Home Lfe vson so that practces could be more consstent. By havng 
a shared vson, the potental to manage rsk and mnmse restrant s lkely to be 
more successful.
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5 Recommendations
For care home providers and managers
General
 1. Restrant should only be used ether:
 a) as an mmedate short-term measure, when absolutely necessary, to prevent 
sgnfcant njury to the resdent or another person
 or,
 b) wth the full agreement of the resdent, where a mnmum of restrant s 
perceved by them to be n ther best nterest and no potental harm to them 
s antcpated by others
 or,
 c) for those resdents who have been dentfed as lackng capacty to make 
decsons (n accordance wth the Mental Capacty Act) and where mnmal 
levels of restrant are consdered to be n the best nterests of the resdent 
and no alternatve optons are avalable.
 2. Any form of restrant should be formally assessed wth the engagement of the 
resdent and relatves and, where necessary, the DOLS assessor. The care homes 
should am to revew the care plan regularly and proactvely explore postve and 
creatve strateges for supportng the resdent that nvolve less restrant. Staff 
should refer to the approprate agences (GP, communty nursng, occupatonal 
therapy, socal servces) to gan advce and support.
 3. Ongong assessment s essental n revewng the use of restrant as a resdent’s 
needs, wshes or physcal/mental functonng change.
 4. Formal rsk assessment polcy and procedures must be at the heart of all decson 
makng. Emphass should be placed on supportng postve nformed choces for 
resdents. The process should fully nvolve resdents, relatves and sgnfcant 
others.
 5. Restrant can be avoded by ensurng that care plannng starts from the 
perspectve of explorng what resdents can do rather than focusng only on what 
resdents are not able to do.
 6. Formal and nformal whstle-blowng procedures should be developed to enable 
resdents, relatves and staff to feel able to report unacceptable restranng 
practces wthout fear of retrbuton.
 7. Buldng up a real understandng of the resdent’s past nterests, values and 
lfestyle s crucal n makng an nformed judgement on what rsks may be 
acceptable for the resdent to undertake. Ths s partcularly mportant for those 
who lack capacty to make decsons and have dffculty communcatng ther 
needs and wshes.
Creating a culture where restraint is identified and reduced
 8. Openng a dalogue on managng rsk and mnmsng restrant wll depend 
on relatonshps beng postve between resdents, relatves and staff. Such 
relatonshps wll help the care home to dentfy creatve alternatve strateges 
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for mnmsng restrant and encourage staff to prortse the ndvdual resdent’s 
needs and wshes over the routnes and regmes of the care home.
 9. To ensure good relatonshps (relatonshp-centred care) we need to help staff 
consder what helps resdents, relatves and staff gan a sense of securty, 
belongng, contnuty, purpose, achevement and sgnfcance.
 10. In attemptng to realse a culture of postve rsk takng n the home, where 
real resdent choce and self-determnaton are seen as central to the ethos 
of practce, managers need to consder what leadershp tranng and ongong 
support they may requre, for themselves and ther staff, n order to be 
successful.
 11. Managers should seek to provde staff wth regular opportuntes to postvely 
reflect on ther practce, ther relatonshps wth resdents and relatves, and the 
challenges they face n offerng emotonal support to ther resdents. Offerng 
space and tme on a regular bass, where staff feel safe to dscuss dffcult ssues, 
wthout fear of reprmand, can help staff re-establsh connectons wth ther 
resdents, and get closer to understandng how best to provde ndvdualsed 
support wthout the need for restrant.
 12. Offerng staff, relatves and resdents an opportunty to come together to 
explore the dlemmas that they face n relaton to the use of restrant can be 
very helpful n openng a dalogue on ths senstve subject.
 13. Provders need to reflect on how the organsatonal culture, management styles, 
polces and processes act to ether support or nhbt staff from feelng capable 
of developng postve relatonshps wth resdents and relatves.
 14. Specfc resdent allocaton to a named prmary carer may help get to know 
them better and help wth relatonshp buldng whch wll help the home 
dentfy ndvdualsed strateges for supportng resdent choce and avodng the 
use of restrant (key worker system).
 15. Staff need to be aware of how ther own personal and professonal opnons 
regardng ‘what s acceptable resdent behavour’ may mpact on the care gven 
and the choces avalable to the resdent.
 16. Managers should am to buld postve relatonshps wth those ndvduals n 
the local health and socal care system who may be able to offer the support 
needed n helpng mnmse the use of restrant.
 17. All care homes are urged to subscrbe to a phlosophy of care. My Home Lfe 
(www.myhomelfe.org.uk) provdes an evdence-based and relatonshp-centred 
vson for qualty of lfe that keeps n mnd the perspectve of resdents, relatves 
and staff (see Appendx 3 for a summary of My Home Lfe). Such an evdence 
base wll help care homes mprove practce and communcate ther expertse to 
the outsde world.
For government and statutory bodies
 18.  A publc debate needs to take place on managng rsk and mnmsng restrant 
n care homes so that socety has a better understandng of the ssues.
 19. A natonal professonal organsaton needs to be establshed to represent care 
home staff, promote excellence n care home practce and better shape health 
and socal care polces.
 20. Government and local statutory bodes need to acknowledge the fact that care 
homes are ncreasngly beng requred to care for some of our fralest ctzens, 
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many of whom have hghly complex needs. Care homes need to be valued as 
equal partners n the health and socal care system and helped to meet ther 
potental n undertakng what s a professonal role.
 21. Statutory bodes should acknowledge the complexty of balancng rghts and 
rsks when workng wth such fral ndvduals. They should am to help care 
homes to feel confdent n askng for advce or support wthout fear of beng 
vewed as ‘problem homes’.
 22. Commssoners and nspectors should reflect on how ther practces, polces and 
management styles mpact on the culture of a care home. Care home managers 
may feel unwllng to encourage a culture of postve rsk takng n ther home 
f they do not feel that they wll be backed up f the agreed rsk results n an 
accdent or ncdent.
 23. Prmary care servces should consder older people lvng n care homes as a hgh 
prorty group n terms of access to specalst servces such as physotherapy, 
occupatonal therapy and counsellng servces, gven the multple co-exstng 
condtons that many resdents experence. Such therapeutc support wll help 
maxmse the ndependence of resdents and therefore reduce the need for 
restranng practces.
 24. Greater prorty should be gven to revewng and reducng the use of 
antpsychotc medcaton/sedatves n care homes whle workng wth staff to 
develop alternatve therapeutc approaches to supportng the resdent.
For research
 25. More n-depth work s needed n explorng the perspectves of resdents on 
balancng rghts, rsks and the use of restranng practces.
 26. More work s needed to shed lght on the use of antpsychotc medcaton n 
care homes and the covert admnstraton of medcaton to resdents.
 27. Examples of best practce n mnmsng the use of restrant n servces for 
chldren, people wth learnng or physcal dsabltes etc, need to be explored 
and, where possble, adopted n relaton to servces for older people.
 28. More research s needed to explore the use of dfferent forms of restrant n 
domclary care.
 29. Research s needed to explore the ssue of fnancal restrant n care homes. Ths 
s not an ssue that was covered by ths study but remans an area of concern.
 30. Plot and testng of a generc rsk assessment tool for care homes, whch has the 
approval of the HSE and Care Qualty Commsson.
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Appendix 1: Restraint discussion guide (relatives, 
residents, care home staff)
note: The dscusson gude was seen as a tool to focus dscusson but wth some 
resdents and relatves, a more unstructured dscusson took place to help ensure that 
an open and relaxed ntervew could take place.
Quck ntroducton to the topc – Hand out defnton.
What is restraint? A broad everyday defnton that emerges from the lterature s:
stoppng people from dong thngs they appear to want to do, or restrctng ther 
movement.
Types of restraint identified from the research evidence
 1. Manual restrant by staff (holdng people down, stoppng people from dong 
somethng)
 2. Arrangement of furnture to keep people n bed, to stop people gettng up, or 
creatng an obstacle to part of the room
 3. Lap belts; wrst and vest restrants (not generally regarded as acceptable n the 
UK)
 4. Bedrals
 5. Deprvaton of walkng ads or means to summon assstance 
 6. Locked doors; ntended to safeguard a partcular person at rsk, may thereby 
unacceptably restrct the movement of all resdents
 7. Over-medcaton 
 8. Staff nstructons, or nsttutonal rules or practces may be seen as restrant, e.g. 
stoppng people from gong out, rules about enterng the ktchen etc, resdents 
not encouraged to have freedom, choce and control
QUEsTIoNs (residents, relatives and staff):
The followng are general questons that we need coverng, but I thnk we can allow a 
natural dscusson to emerge n order to get real and honest reples.
 1. Thnkng about care homes n general, do you thnk that these forms of restrant 
are common? Go down the lst, any thoughts on why they are common? Go 
wth any partcular examples and skp queston two f own practce examples 
come up
 2. Reflectng on your care home, do you thnk that any of these types of restrant 
are used?  Go through each area on the lst
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pRoMpTs for Questions 1 and 2
Pck up on specfc examples:
What s the stuaton? Why s restrant needed? What would happen f restrant 
was not used? Are there partcular tmes when restrant s more necessary? What 
other tactcs have you developed to reduce the need for restrant (offer example f 
necessary of ’wanderng’ – the use of supported purposeful walkng, communcaton 
wth the resdent about how they are and what they want)
 3. [In relaton to the specfc example] When do you frst consder the need to 
restran? Was there a formal decson to restran someone or does t just happen 
as part of day-to-day practce? 
More general questons for staff – where approprate talor to resdents and relatves
 4. Are there dscussons among the staff about how you best keep the resdent 
safe? 
 5. To what extent do you dscuss the specfc ssue of restrant wth relatves? 
How do you do ths? What ssues arse? Are vstors to the home keen that you 
restran ther relatve (resdent) for ther own safety?
 6. To what extent do you dscuss the ssue wth resdents? How do you do ths? If 
not, how do you know t’s the best thng to do?
 7. Are there polces and procedures n the care home about restrant? What are 
they? How are they fed down to you?
 8. Do you montor or revew the use of restrant? How do you engage the resdent 
or relatve n ths?
 9. Thnkng more broadly, how do you get the  balance rght between keepng 
someone safe and promotng ther ndependence, choce and freedom?
 10. Some care homes focus on havng a regme based on mnmsng all rsks; others 
are more open to postve rsk-takng for resdents. What s the culture here? 
How has the culture emerged? 
 11. Thnkng generally about supportng people to have choce and control, are 
there specfc examples where you have really been able to promote a resdent’s 
freedom and qualty of lfe? (e.g. helpng people to have choce over meals, 
gettng them out, gettng them nvolved n the runnng of the home?) How dd 
these practces emerge?
 12. Thnkng more generally about staff practce development, what knds of 
tranng, or educatonal materals, do you have access to? What works and why? 
What mght be useful n terms of helpng you to thnk through practce n ths 
regard?
 13. Fnally, there are some who would argue that restranng resdents s just about 
staff convenence because t s easer to manage resdents. Would you agree?
Is there any other ssue that you wsh to rase?
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Appendix 2: Evidence-based practical statements 
for residents, relatives and staff to feel a sense of 
security, belonging, continuity, purpose, achievement 
and significance (relationship-centred care)
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Factors Creating a Sense of Security 
 
For older people 
 
 Staff being aware of your life story so 
that they really know you 
 
 Effective communication 
 
 Introducing all staff so that you know 
who is who 
 
 Encouraging visitors/people who know 
you really well, to be involved in your 
care 
 
 Encouraging residents to bring in their 
own possessions – again to create a 
sense of familiarity 
 
 Rearranging furniture if necessary 
 
 Comprehensive assessment of needs 
on admission, including risk 
assessment 
 
 Ongoing assessment and evaluation 
 
 Allocation of key workers 
 
NB We do not always allow individuals 
to take appropriate risks due to 
legalities and possible recrimination 
 
For staff 
 
 Effective teamwork and communication 
 
 Effective leadership 
 
 Accurate record-keeping 
 
 Mutual respect – knowing you will be 
respected as an individual 
 
 Appropriate staffing levels 
 
 Adequate human and mechanical 
resources 
 
 Training 
 
 Open and approachable management 
 
 Flattened management system 
 
 Confidentiality 
 
 Up to date records 
 
 Compassion and understanding 
 
 
 
For family carers 
 
 Approachable teams/management 
 
 Effective communication 
 
 Feeling safe to complain without fear of 
recrimination 
 
 Keeping appropriate people informed 
 
 Advocacy 
 
 Involving the multi-disciplinary team 
 
 Staff being able to mediate between 
patients without taking sides 
 
 Keep relatives informed of changes in 
care plan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For students 
 
 Appoint a mentor 
 
 Treat the student as an individual 
 
 Clear aims and objectives 
 
 Informing all staff of student’s role within 
the home 
 
 Comprehensive induction programme 
 
 Allow student time to complete their own 
work (e.g. portfolio) 
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Factors Creating a Sense of Belonging 
 
 
For older people 
 
 Opportunities to visit the home prior to 
moving in 
 
 Own room/belongings/privacy 
 
 Wait until invited into resident’s room 
 
 Open visiting 
 
 Own place in dining room 
 
 Clarify expectations on admission 
 
 Respect personal choice wherever 
possible 
 
 Residents’ groups with nominated 
chairperson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For staff 
 
 Responsibility based on defined roles 
 
 Opportunity to share 
 
 Feeling valued, trusted and competent 
 
 Thanking staff for their contribution 
 
 Work towards common goals to deliver 
high standards of care 
 
 Having a sense of camaraderie 
 
 Not working in isolation 
 
 Important for care assistants to have a 
sense of professionalism 
 
NB More important with big group 
companies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For family carers 
 
 Make relatives feel welcome 
 
 Encourage to take a more active part 
 
 Ensure that staff are there fore relatives 
and residents, physically, mentally and 
financially 
 
 Encourage involvement in all aspects of 
care and decision-making 
 
 Value relatives’ ideas 
 
 Use appropriate terminology – avoid 
jargon 
 
 Create care partnerships 
 
 Educate relatives in promoting 
independence and optimising 
opportunities to enhance quality of care 
 
 Make sure that relatives are informed of 
all changes 
 
 ‘Be there’ for relatives and encourage 
them to talk 
 
 Individual service planning to create 
social activities and opportunities 
 
 
For students 
 
 Induction programme and booklet 
 
 Explore student’s expectations and 
objectives (possibly using a 
questionnaire) 
 
 Value their new ideas 
 
 Encourage students to realise that 
nursing home staff are progressive 
 
 Involve all grades of staff in student 
learning 
 
 Mentor relationship 
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Factors Creating a Sense of Continuity 
 
 
For older people 
 
 Life history sheet – developed with 
relative if possible/appropriate 
 
 Consistency in key worker/associate 
nurse/support worker 
 
 Visit hospital prior to discharge and 
ensure a familiar face on admission 
 
 Comprehensive information on 
discharge from hospital and admission 
to hospital 
 
 Involve activity co-ordinator in helping 
resident to continue with enjoyed past 
time 
 
 
 
For staff 
 
 Monthly newsletter 
 
 Regular staff meetings 
 
 Clinical supervision and appraisal 
 
 Audit 
 
 Quality standards 
 
 Follow policies/procedures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For family carers 
 
 Residents/relatives meetings 
 
 Being involved in care giving 
 
 Involve relatives in reviews of care plans 
 
 Update relatives with information regularly 
 
 Opportunities to go on outing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For students 
 
 Good links with university 
 
 Training for mentors to enable links with 
programme content 
 
 Student induction pack 
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Factors Creating a Sense of Purpose 
 
 
For older people 
 
 Create personal profiles including 
hobbies and interests 
 
 Assess actual and potential abilities 
 
 Identify targets and goals 
 
 Residents committees 
 
 Consider potential for discharge 
 
 
 
For staff 
 
 Team nursing 
 
 Care plans 
 
 Standing orders 
 
 Induction and training available 
 
 Assessments of quality of care 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For family carers 
 
 Relatives’ committee 
 
 Involvement in care planning and delivery 
(based on relative/resident choice) 
 
 Communication 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For students 
 
 Team allocation 
 
 Named resident(s) 
 
 Involvement in decision-making 
 
 Targets for achievement of agreed goals by 
end of placement 
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Factors Creating a Sense of 
Achievement 
 
 
For older people 
 
 Promoting independence (where 
possible) in relation to activities of daily 
living 
 
 Promoting mental well being and 
motivation 
 
 Setting individual goals and needs 
 
 Recognising own capabilities 
 
 Multi-professional approach 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For staff 
 
 Seeing clients improving and gaining 
confidence in their ability to achieve 
goals 
 
 Keeping knowledge updated/sharing 
knowledge 
 
 Regular appraisals/constructive 
criticism and practice development 
 
 Written evidence of 
learning/acknowledgement of 
achievement 
 
 Audit/quality control 
 
 Support of manager/back up 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For family carers 
 
 Family carer interview on admission – 
identify expectations 
 
 Open visiting 
 
 Communication from care staff 
 
 Opportunities to assist in providing care 
 
 Support systems for relatives 
 
 Acknowledgement of and help to deal with 
guilt 
 
 Information about services and benefits 
 
 Addressing conflicts and concerns 
 
 
For students 
 
 Clear objectives – asking what they want to 
achieve 
 
 Overview of service provided and learning 
opportunities 
 
 Spending time with different members of staff 
 
 Encourage students to use their own 
initiative 
 
 Regular feedback/planned evaluation 
sessions 
 
 Set objectives for placement and review 
 
 Provide adequate support and mentorship 
 
 Encourage decision-making 
 
 Give feedback on developing skills 
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Factors Creating a Sense of Significance 
 
 
For older people 
 
 Find out how clients wish to be 
addressed 
 
 Involve fully in care planning 
 
 Individualised care planning in 
identifying individual needs 
 
 One-to-one/forming relationships 
 
 Show an interest in the individual and 
their family 
 
 Social care assessment identifying 
family relationships 
 
 Use of photographs 
 
 
 
For staff 
 
 Feedback from clients and relatives 
(either verbally or evidence of 
contentment) 
 
 Feedback from the local community – 
knowing you have a good reputation 
 
 Feedback via letters and carers 
 
 Sense of pride in the quality of care 
provided 
 
 Having opportunity to feedback to 
education providers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For family carers 
 
 Opportunity for family to give positive and 
negative comments about the service 
provided 
 
 Annual quality control (opportunity to make 
comments about services anonymously) 
 
 Service user forum 
 
 Choices about involvement in the care of a 
resident 
 
 Welcoming atmosphere 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For students 
 
 Time invested in orientation and induction 
 
 Provide student with a mentor who they will 
see a lot of 
 
 Ongoing support and encouragement to 
apply theory to practice 
 
 Telling the student that we can learn from 
them too. 
 
 Direct feedback from clients 
 
 Encouraging students to give feedback and 
letting them know that their opinions matter 
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Promoting quality of life in care homes 
 
What is My Home Life? 
My Home Life (www.myhomelife.org.uk) is a 
collaborative initiative aimed at promoting quality of life 
for those who are living, dying, visiting or working in care 
homes for older people through relationship-centred, 
evidence-based practice. MHL is supported by City 
University London, Age Concern and Help the Aged, 
Joseph Rowntree Foundation and all the national 
provider representative organisations for care homes 
across the UK. It is a collaborative scheme bringing 
together organisations which reflect the interests of care 
home providers, commissioners, regulators, care home 
residents and relatives and those interested in 
education, research and practice development. MHL is 
underpinned by an evidence base developed by over 60 
academic researchers from universities across the UK. 
The evidence identifies eight best practice themes which 
together offer a vision for quality of life in care homes. 
 
1. Managing Transitions:  Supporting people both to 
manage the loss and upheaval associated with going 
into a home and to move forward. 
2. Maintaining Identity:  Working creatively with 
residents to maintain their sense of personal identity and 
engage in meaningful activity. 
3. Creating Community:  Optimising relationships 
between and across staff, residents, family, friends and 
the wider local community. Encouraging a sense of 
security, continuity, belonging, purpose, achievement 
and significance for all. 
4. Sharing Decision-making:  Facilitating informed 
risk-taking and the involvement of residents, relatives 
and staff  in shared decision-making in all aspects of 
home life. 
5. Improving Health and Healthcare:  Ensuring 
adequate access to healthcare services and promoting 
health to optimise resident quality of life.   
6. Supporting Good End of Life:  Valuing the ‘living’ 
and ‘dying’ in care homes and helping residents to 
prepare for a ‘good death’ with the support of their 
families.
 
 
7. Keeping Workforce Fit for Purpose:  Identifying and 
meeting ever-changing training needs within the care 
home workforce 
8. Promoting a Positive Culture:  Developing 
leadership, management and expertise to deliver a 
culture of care where care homes are seen as a positive 
option. 
Current Activities: 
1. Delivering Resources: MHL is developing and 
delivering a range of creative & accessible resources to 
care homes to help support their practice in line with the 
evidence base. 
2. Developing Networks: Connecting care homes 
across the UK to share best practice 
(www.myhomelife.org.uk). Supporting regional groups to 
promote MHL and engage in local partnership working, 
in order to improve practice. 
3. Supporting Change: Working with influential 
partners (e.g. care home representatives, inspectors, 
commissioners, educators, government) to embed the 
MHL vision in mainstream thinking. Linking with, building 
on and learning from other related initiatives across UK. 
4. Maintaining Momentum:  Sharing positive stories 
about care home practice with the press. Developing an 
ever-increasing network of people concerned about 
improving the quality of life of those living, dying, visiting 
and working in care homes  
The My Home Life Spirit:  My Home Life is all about 
working in partnership with the care home sector and 
celebrating the best practice that is being developed up 
and down the country. The future progress of the 
programme depends upon the active support of the care 
home sector and the availability of on-going resources to 
sustain the work.  
 
For more information or to join the mailing list for ‘My 
Home Life’ by contacting MHL at Help the Aged on 020 
7239 1881 or myhomelife@helptheaged.org.uk
 
Appendix 3: summary of My Home Life programme
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